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CONCERNS SURROUNDING COVID-19

As much as we are excited to present the 17th 

annual King’s College Art Exhibition proudly 
sponsored by Luxury LAS, The Friends 
Association and King’s College are committed to 
ensuring the health and wellbeing of our 
community. This remains the foremost concern in 
relation to events and gatherings. As such, please 
keep an eye out for further communications in 
relation to the Art Exhibition. 

 

IN THE EVENT OF A CANCELLATION:

If new restrictions arise which prohibit the safe 
and practical delivery of the event, the Art 
Exhibition Committee will make an official 
announcement at the earliest possible date. We 
have the ability to transition to an online market 
place where the entire collection of the Art 
Exhibition will be available for purchase.

Front cover artwork: 

Mandy Rodger
By Diverse Means
Acrylic on canvas

1000mm x 1000mm

$1,550

Programme
[  O F  E V E N T S  ]

@kingscollegeartexhibition 
#kingscollegeartexhibition2020

THE FRIENDS OF KING’S COLLEGE HAVE GREAT 
PLEASURE IN WELCOMING YOU TO THIS YEAR’S ART 
EXHIBITION.

Friday 30 October 
/ 6.30pm – 10pm
OPENING NIGHT COCKTAIL PARTY /  
FIRST CHANCE TO PURCHASE ART.

Saturday 31 October 
/ Free Admission  10am–4pm
ART EXHIBITION, CAFÉ AND ART BOX OPEN.

Sunday 1 November 
/ Free Admission  10am–3pm
ART EXHIBITION, CAFÉ AND ART BOX OPEN.

/  3.30pm - 6pm
 ALL PURCHASED ART TO BE COLLECTED.

THIS CATALOGUE CONTAINS A SMALL SAMPLE OF THE  
ARTWORKS FOR SALE OVER THE WEEKEND.

TO VIEW MORE ART WORKS, PLEASE VISIT  
WWW.KINGSCOLLEGEARTEXHIBITION.CO.NZ

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA



Marina de Wit
Catherine Parr 
(Detail)

Photography, fine art giclée print

1046mm x 851mm

$1,250





[  W E L C O M E  F R O M  ]

The Headmaster
IT WILL SOON BE MY PLEASURE TO INTRODUCE ANOTHER 
SUCCESSFUL KING’S COLLEGE ART EXHIBITION. 

Now in its 17th year, the event will again showcase the work of both 
New Zealand’s established and emerging artists. Each values the 
exposure and support they receive from the King’s community.

The Art Exhibition also provides a platform for some fantastic 
student artwork and we are looking forward to sharing our students’ 
creativity with you.

We are grateful to have the support of a range of sponsors, 
businesses and individuals alike, whose generosity makes this event 
such a success.  

Thank you to our gold sponsor Luxury LAS, silver sponsors Fuji 
Xerox, Newstalk ZB, Panda TV, and Trish Clark Gallery and our host 
of bronze sponsors.

Our sincere thanks also to The Friends of King’s College. Organising 
a fundraiser of this scale is a significant achievement, and the hard 
work put in by our volunteers is noticed and appreciated by all.

I hope you enjoy this year’s Art Exhibition, and that among all the 
artwork on offer, you find a piece to take home and cherish for years 
to come.

 
Virtus Pollet.

Simon Lamb – Headmaster

Left: Sue Reidy
Virulent Undercurrent
Acrylic and mixed media  
on canvas

750mm x 750mm

$2,900

Ben Foster
Zac, 2020
Aluminium, waterborne 
automotive paint

1000mm x 1000mm x 350mm

$16,500



Purchasing
[  A R T  ]

We can’t wait to see who gets to take home the 
fabulous pieces of artwork on display.

Our Greenbank Gymnasium and surrounding 
areas will be home to many more artworks than 
are displayed in this catalogue. Do visit our 
website – www.kingscollegeartexhibition.co.nz 
– to see what you may be interested in 
purchasing. It is being updated daily with  
images of new artwork throughout our Art 
Exhibition weekend.

New to our Art Exhibition?
HERE’S HOW TO PURCHASE ART YOU ARE 
INTERESTED IN:

Once you have decided which artwork you 
would like to purchase:

•  Remove the Buyer’s Card and take it with you 
immediately to our Sales Desk, or to one of our 
many Art Exhibition volunteers who will be 
present in our exhibition space throughout the 
weekend.

•  Payment can be made in full via EFTPOS, Visa 
or MasterCard, and cash. Cheques are 
unfortunately not accepted.

•  Once the payment has been made, a SOLD red 
sticker will be displayed on your purchased 
artwork.

Disclaimer: Any removal of Buyer’s Cards is a 
commitment to purchase, so please choose 
carefully.

HOW TO COLLECT YOUR  
PURCHASED ARTWORK:

•  Purchased artwork must be collected on 
Sunday 1 November from the Greenbank 
Gymnasium at King’s College between 
3.30pm and 6pm only. However, items 
purchased from the Art Box can be taken 
home upon payment.

•  You will need to present your sales receipt in 
order to take your artwork home.

Disclaimer: King’s College will take no 
responsibility for any artwork not collected after 
the set collection times.

MISSED OUT ON BUYING A PIECE YOU 
REALLY LIKE?

We know how disappointing it can be to miss out 
on securing a piece of art you’ve fallen in love 
with. Come and see us at our Orders Desk as 
some artists have editions or prints available to 
sell and some artists are delighted to accept 
commissions for artworks.

Karly Feaver
Bodhi
Mixed media

1500mm x 900mm x 900mm

$5,175



Wallflower
Dainty Alyssum
Canvas print

600mm x 600mm

$350



Slim Aarons

Richard Adams

Azita Agnew

Grounded Art NZ

Stephen Bailey

Gareth Barlow

Andrew Barns-Graham

Karin Barr

Thomas Barter

Martin Basher

BAYA

Tori Beeche

Kristina Berends

Alice Berry

Cristina Beth

Bridget Bidwill

Kirsty Black

Deborah Body

Renee Boyd

Peter Brammer

Susannah Bridges

Richard Brimer

Megan Brown

Nigel Brown

Katie Brown Glass

Oliver Cain

Cathy Carter

Kathryn Carter

Trish Clarke

Dawn Clayden

Katherine Claypole

Will Cooke

David Corson

Jason Courtis

Mark Cowden

Andrew Cox

Julie Cromwell

Jiajia Cui

Glenys Cullimore

Pia Davie

Marina de Wit

Philina den Dulk

Nicolas Dillon

Mark Dimock

Neil Donaldson

YuKe Dong

Wilhelmiina Drummond

Scott Dunster

Jennifer Duval-Smith

Nick Duval-Smith

Adele Eagleson

Susan Edge

Lucy Eglington

Karley Feaver

Ginny Fisher

Helen Fletcher

Hazel Foot

Anton Forde

Ben Foster 

Marian Fountain

Chas Foxall

Helen Frost

Deborah Fuller

G.S

Mandy Gargiulo

Lucy Gauntlett

Wanda Gillespie

Neala Glass

Eliza Glyn

Margot Goodwin

Aroha Gossage

Charlotte Graham

Jane Gray

Lisa Grennell

Matt Griffin

Belinda Griffiths

Keith Grinter

Wolf Habichhorst

Peter Hackett

Wendy Hannah

Guy Harkness

Emily Harris

Veronica Herber

Graeme D. Hitchcock

Monique Howlett

Susan Hurrell Fieldes

Kristin Hyde

Wilma J Design

Tyler Jackson

Anna Jacobi

Amber Jones

Elisha Jordan

JULZ

Gaye Jurisich

Just A Little Bit Cool

Nejat Kavvas

Vivian Keenan

Joseph Kelly

Isabelle Kember

Aaron Kereopa

Luke King

Anna Korver

Jimmy James Kouratoras

Tatyana Kulida

John Lancashire 

Petra Leary

Gus Leen - Form 53

Simon Lewis-Wards

Anna Leyland

Margaret Lovell

Lukeke

Tom Lusk

Prue MacDougall

Alexandra Mainwaring

Fraser Marsh

Sam Mathers

Lou Mathieson

Timon Maxey

Philip Maxwell

Juliet McArthur

Maggie McGregor

Rose McKellar

Kath McLaughlin

Kristeena McNeil

Su McPherson

Sophie Meliville

Carissa Meng

Peter Miller

Alex Miln 

Kate Mitchell

Mark Mitchell

Harry Moores

Holly Morgan

Bridget Morison

Pam Mossman

Leanne Mulder

Hannah Nathan

Lorraine Natusch

Richard Naylor

Doug Neil

Jonny Niesche

Brad Novak (aka New 
Blood Pop)

Margi Nuttall

Donna O'Donoghue

Liam O'Keeffe

Seung Yul Oh

Josh Olley

Sam Paea

Neal Palmer

Peter Panyoczki

[  E X H I B I T I N G  ]

Artists 2020



Fiona Pardington

Margaret Petchell

John Phillips

Suzy Platt

Sam Poots

Michael Price

Spid Pye

Robin Ranga

Oriah Rapley

Sasha Reid 

Sue Reidy

John Reynolds

Jo Richards

Catherine Roberts

Ramon Robertson

Mandy Rodger

Judy Rogers

Alice Rose

Rebecca Rose

John Roy

George Savill

Gitta Schrade

Mat Scott

Aaron Scythe

Karen Sewell

Grant Sharman

Michelle Shortt

Susan Skelton

Sally Smith

Annie Smits Sandano

Bob Steiner

Mo Stewart

Anna Stichbury

Oliver Stretton-Pow

Fiona Sutherland

Marté  Szirmay

Kāryn Taylor

Cherise Thomson

Richard Thurston

Holly Tong

Monica Tong

Rachel Torckler

Jade Townsend

Michel Tuffery

Fiona Tunnicliffe

Jill Turley

TWIGG

Andrea Ventling

Derek Ventling

Clovis Viscoe

Michelle Viskovich

Celia Walker

Wallflower

Gordon Walters

Richard Wells

Rae West

Alexandra Weston

Fleur Wickes

Heather Wilson

Justin Wishart

Pamela Wolfe

Jana Wood

Cheryl Wright

James Wright

Jorge Wright

William Yang

Kayra Yildiz

Amber Jones
Womb of the World
Fine art photography

70mm x 98mm

$1,110



Fraser Marsh
King Kong
Powder coated steel

1800mm x 1100mm x 2100mm

$15,000



TIME. SOMETHING WE CAN ALL AGREE IS PRICELESS.

Our ethos at Luxury LAS is to not only save you time but to turn your 
time into moments that truly count.

Luxury LAS brings exclusive knowledge and exceptional taste to 
create exceeding experiences and memorable moments for 
corporates, professionals and the discerning traveller. 

If you are a busy executive or corporate with an event to execute, 
think of us as an extension of your team. Luxury LAS ensures that 
from start to finish we create experiences that transcend luxury and 
delivers an exceptional service and memories to hold for a lifetime. 

With a country of unparalleled beauty to explore, what better time 
than now to book your personal or corporate experience. Luxury LAS 
hand-crafts bespoke travel experiences and events across Aotearoa’s 
Land, Air and Sea. Whether it is a day trip to Kauri Cliffs via chopper, 
a corporate weekend away for your team, or a two-week luxury 
cruise around the South Island filled with multiple adventures, Luxury 
LAS takes care of every fine intricate detail so you can enjoy what 
really matters: your time. 

When you make an enquiry or booking with us in 2020, our 
cancellation policy provides for a 100 per cent refund during 
COVID-19 (T&C’s apply).

experience@luxurylas.com
09 951 1388
www.luxurylas.com

> KYRIA WARREN

[  I N T R O D U C I N G  O U R 
G O L D   S P O N S O R  ]

LUXURY LAS



Left: Mark Cowden
Yellow Cube 12/20
Mixed media

1020mm x 820mm

$2,890

Bottom left: Aaron Scythe
Yobitsugi style cup & saucer
Stoneware and porcelain

95mm x 160 mm x 150mm

$250

Below: Keith Grinter
Oval Shard Vase - Copper Blue
Glasma glass with coloured  
glass shards

270mm x 180mm x 90mm

$270



Peter Hackett
PacMan in the Honeymooners Bed 
Oil on canvas

1800mm x 1800mm

$27,000



Above: Michel Tuffery
Tohora Cook Strait Survey Tahi 
Embossed graph stencil woodcut 

Ed. 9/23

715mm x 915mm

$950

Right: Nick Duval-Smith
Moving Mountains IV
Bronze  

75mm x 350mm x 100mm 

$575



Above left: Guy Harkness
Hahei at Dusk  
Oil on canvas 

800mm x 1200mm

$2,950

Helen Fletcher
Blush
Acrylic on canvas

600mm x 450mm

$685

Above: Anna Korver 
Stairway to the Stars - white 
tree
Corten steel

1800mm x 300mm x 1000mm

$8,000



Jade Townsend 
 Photo credit: Juliet Moore

NEW TO THE KING’S COLLEGE ART 
EXHIBITION THIS YEAR IS JADE 
TOWNSEND (NGĀTI KAHUNGUNU /
SCOUSE), A CONTEMPORARY ARTIST, 
WITH A BACKGROUND IN FASHION.  
JADE GREW UP IN WHANGANUI AND AT 
THE AGE OF 14 MOVED TO LIVERPOOL,  
IN THE UK.

After graduating from the Manchester School of 
Art with a BA (Hons) 2010, she was selected to 
go to London, where she started doing window 
displays for Hermès.“They saw my paintings and 
really liked them, and asked if I could paint some 
carousel horses in their store windows, inspired 
by the silk scarves that were coming out that 
season. It was my first real-life experience of 
how art and fashion can be really inspiring to 
people and how it can make art really accessible. 
Seeing people standing on Bond Street looking 
at windows you’ve helped create is like having a 
mini-exhibition.”

Since then she has had residencies in 
Wellington, Beijing, and a summer intensive at 
the Slade School of Art, London. Jade has held 

numerous exhibitions and been featured in 
many magazines with her paintings, LED 
lightboxes, and painted woven works. She was 
also commissioned by the fashion label, Comme 
des Garçons, in Beijing.

Jade’s current work is constructed with fishing 
and tourism debris cast out by others and then 
retrieved from beaches across Thailand, 

“MY WORK EXPRESSES MY RELATIONSHIP WITH 
NAVIGATION, THE PULL OF THE SEA AND THE 
COMPLEX EMOTIONS OF RETURNING HOME”

[  A R T I S T  P R O F I L E  ]

Jade Townsend

Indonesia, and Spain. The artist transforms this 
discarded material into delicately woven and 
painted works. “My work expresses my 
relationship with navigation, the pull of the sea, 
and the complex emotions of returning home”.



Developed in Indonesia and Thailand, Soft 
Cultural Celebration VI is an exploration of 
my cultural identities through the lens of 
homesickness and displacement. Isolated 
from both my homelands of Aotearoa 
(Ngāti Kahungunu) and England 
(Liverpudlian), I explored oceanic art 
alongside my British Fine Art education to 
create a new visual language 
representative of my unique heritage. 

Scouring the beach daily for materials 
transformed into a trans-oceanic 
exchange of gathering contributions from 
islands and communities far away. This 
mahi (work) is delicate and enticing, 
displayed with a purposeful attentiveness 
to the preservation and critical reflection 
of objects, environment, and self.

Jade Townsend 
Soft Cultural Celebration VI
Custom oak frame with archival 
attachments. Te Papa postcard, Chinese 
cultivated pearls, used fishing rope from 
Layan and Banana Beach (Thailand), 
metallic thread.

625mm x 550mm

$3,300

[  A R T I S T  S T A T E M E N T  ]

Soft Cultural Celebration VI



Below: Timon Maxey
Caples Triptych
Acrylic on loose canvas with 
brass eyelets, in 3 panels

650mm x 1550mm

$3,800

Kath McLaughlin
Joie de Vivre
Oil on canvas

610mm x 910mm

$1,500



Margaret Lovell
Nova Head
Bronze

1730mm x 600mm x 600mm

$52,000
Courtesy of Jonathan Grant Gallery

[ A B O U T  T H E  A R T I S T ]

MARGARET LOVELL  
D.LITT. HON FRBS RWA

‘My sculptures are inspired by organic, natural forms – 
such as plants, and the elements of sea and wind. A 
recurring theme and feature of my work is undulating 
planes with polished edges that suggest or define a 
movement through space; or often the sculptures consist 
of two individual forms in relationship to each other, 
striving to create a unified harmony.’

Margaret Lovell was born in Bristol in 1939 and studied at 
the West of England College of Art between 1956–60. She 
then went on to study at the Slade School of Fine Art in 
London, from 1960–62, where she won first and second 
prizes for sculpture, drawing and etching. From 1962–63,  
she studied on an Italian State Scholarship Award at the 
Academy of Fine Art in Florence.

Since the late 1950s her sculptures have been exhibited 
extensively. She has enjoyed many solo shows, the first 
being in 1965 at the Marjorie Parr Gallery, London, in 2009, 
at Royal West of England Academy, Bristol. Her work was 
featured in the national touring show, ‘Unpopular Culture’, 
curated by the artist and ceramicist, Grayson Perry, from 
works selected from the Arts Council’s collection, and 
features in the show’s catalogue.

Margaret Lovell’s works are in many public and corporate 
collections throughout the UK, Europe and the USA, 
including City Museum and Art Gallery in Plymouth, The 
Arts Council of Great Britain, University of London, and 
University of Southampton. Commissioned works include 
sculpture for Barclays Bank Ltd, Bristol, 5 metre high 
sculpture for the Great Ouse Water Authority, World Sailing 
Championship Trophies for John Player & Son, sculptures 
for World Achievement Awards, Unilever.

She is a Fellow of the Royal Society of British Sculptors, and 
a Member of the Royal West of England Academy.



Mandy Gargiulo
Covid 
Porcelain

55mm x 85mm x 85mm

$185

MANDY GARGIULO IS A CERAMIC ARTIST 
BASED IN NELSON. ALTHOUGH OFFERED 
AN APPRENTICESHIP IN POTTERY 
DURING HER TEENAGE YEARS, WHICH 
SHE SUBSEQUENTLY TURNED DOWN, IT 
WASN’T UNTIL LATER IN LIFE THAT SHE 
REALISED HER LOVE FOR THE MEDIUM. 

Having dabbled with painting and drawing, while 
raising five children, she finally approached a 
local potter for lessons. Mandy’s work showcases 
her intricate, delicate, yet contemporary 
ceramics that are evident in the hours poured 
into each piece. She exhibits in select galleries 
around New Zealand, was awarded the Supreme 
Award at the Ceramics New Zealand National 
Exhibition 2018 and was a finalist in Rick Rudd’s 
Emerging Practitioner in Clay Awards in 2018 
and the Portage Ceramic Awards in 2019.

During lockdown Mandy was able to carry on 
working in her home studio, with many requests 
for commissions, both from within New Zealand, 
and overseas. Her most recent work, “COVID”, 

was a response to a request from a GP friend and 
has obviously been very popular within the 
medical community.  

Working exclusively with porcelain, Mandy draws 
inspiration for her ceramics from the shapes and 
textures of her natural surroundings. Flowers, 
leaves, and the sea are all strong influences on 
her work. Celebrating what she terms the 
“beautifully perfect imperfection of nature,” no 
two pieces of work she creates are identical. 
Mandy’s pieces all show the signs of the hand 
that has made them and the personality and 
materiality of porcelain as a medium. Mandy 
enjoys the process of working with porcelain due 
to the soft buttery feeling in her hands, which 
transforms to the delicate and stark white finish 
of her completed pieces. 

Juxtaposing the crisp brittleness of the unglazed 
exterior of her bowls and vases with soft, 
smooth, glazed interiors, Mandy’s pieces 
encapsulate and enhance the perfect 
imperfections of the natural world. 

FLOWERS, LEAVES, AND THE SEA ARE ALL STRONG 
INFLUENCES ON HER WORK

[  A R T I S T  P R O F I L E  ]

Mandy Gargiulo



Above left: Mandy Gargiulo
Orb
Porcelain

110mm x 150mm x 150mm

$380

Left: Mandy Gargiulo
Kelp Ball
Porcelain

120mm x 110mm x 100mm

$350

Mandy Gargiulo in her  Nelson studio



Above: Alice Berry
Diary of a Lockdown
Acrylic on board, frame raw oak

1240mm x 940mm

$1,999

Left: Sam Paea
Everyone should Everything
Acrylics, oil pastels, aerosol

965mm x 914mm

$1,200

Jonny Niesche
Seeing and Feeling (study)
Dye sublimation print on voile and 
mirrored acrylic

750mm x 600mm

$10,000
Courtesy of Starkwhite Gallery



Left: John Roy
Creepers
Earthenware and paint

175mm x 450mm x 85mm

$500 each
Courtesy of Masterworks Gallery

Below: Graeme D. Hitchcock
Where Two Are
Cast glass

200mm x 100mm x 70mm

$580 each pair

Bob Steiner
Tui Small Soda Turquoise 1
Ceramic

140mm x 180mm x 60mm

$83

Below: Carissa Meng
Dialogue with blue
Acrylic and multimedia on canvas

1370mm x 1220mm

$5,900



James Wright

INSPIRED BY THE NATURAL 
SURROUNDINGS OF HIS CLEVEDON 
VALLEY HOME, JAMES CURRENTLY 
WORKS WITH CORTEN STEEL, ROCK, 
AND BRONZE. 

He is self-taught and draws inspiration 
from his heritage and rural upbringing, 
giving his work a raw and natural style.  
James favours corten steel for his large 
sculptures. It is durable, robust, has a hard 
exterior and the colours show shadow and 
texture. It also suits coastal and rural 
environments. 

James’s corten steel sculptures are found 
throughout New Zealand in private and 
public collections. He has exhibited with 
New Zealand Sculpture on the Shore, New 
Zealand Sculpture on the Gulf, and at the 
Botanical Gardens in Auckland. 

THE WRIGHT FAMILY ARE SCULPTORS AND ARE AFFILIATED 
WITH KING’S COLLEGE.  JORGE (SCHOOL, 2011-15) AND 
JOZEF (SCHOOL, 2009-13) ARE BOTH OLD COLLEGIANS.

[  A R T I S T  F A M I L Y  P R O F I L E  ]

The Wright Family

Right: James Wright
King
Corten steel / copper

850mm x 400mm x 500mm

$4,500



Cheryl Wright

Established Art Industry in the Clevedon Village 
seven years ago with husband James. Their 
gallery exhibits sculpture, painting, jewellery, 
glass, bronze, and photography and features the 
work of many artists. 

Cheryl’s main art practice is creating nature 
inspired wall sculpture in hard materials, using 
pottery, corten steel and copper with the 
intention of making the works look soft, unique, 
and colourful.

Recently her first large scale sculpture ‘Between 
Two Trees’ was commissioned by Riverhaven 
Artland Sculpture Park.

Jorge Wright (School, 2011-15) 

During his time at school, Jorge’s tech project 
was a corten steel fireplace which was entered 
into the King’s College Art Sale and received 
great accolades. Since then he has spent a few 
years at university exploring a design degree 
and a year in the building industry. Jorge is now 
excited to be working as a sculptor creating 
some unique artwork combining the skills he has 
learnt. He is inspired by the surrounding native 
bush and wildlife in Clevedon.

Jozef Wright (School, 2009-13) 

While at King’s College Jozef studied 
photography and also exhibited in the King’s 
College Art Sale. A number of Jozef’s artworks 
have been purchased by James Wallace. He 
currently works in the film Industry.

Top left: James and son Jorge, top right: James 

at work on his dog, middle right: Cheryl in the 

workshop, bottom right: Jorge and Jozef.



Left: Katie Brown Glass
Incalmo Gourd Form
Blown glass

200mm x 240mm x 240mm

$1,600

Bottom left: Anna Korver
Red Dress
Steel

500mm x 440mm x 300mm

$4,000

Below: Kāryn Taylor
Line Traversed, 2018
Cast acrylic

600mm x 800mm

$5,250
Courtesy of Sanderson Gallery



Top left: Harry Moores
Laetitia 
Acrylic on canvas 

1500mm x 1200mm 

$4,500

Bottom left: Marté Szirmay
Head Above Water 
Bronze 

165mm x 300mm 

$3,800
Courtesy of ARTIS Gallery

Left: Anna Jacobi
Tapa Boho
Wood

2130mm x 120mm x 100mm

$680

Below: Alice Rose
Japanese Graphic Weave
Porcelain/earthenware and oxide 

200mm x 170mm x 60mm 

$390



Below: Aaron Scythe
3 Coloured plate - large-
Porcelain, clear glaze, on-glaze 
enamel and titanium lustre  

45mm x 265mm x 265mm

$250

Above: Belinda Griffiths
The Space Between II 
Acrylic on paper 

1040mm x 1450mm

$8,000



Left: Cherise Thomson
Ka Wewela
Handwoven copper wire

1700mm x 1700mm

$18,500

Bottom left: Andrea Ventling
Red Crowned Crane
Acrylic and silver leaf on plywood

600mm x 600mm

$970

Right: Margaret Petchell
Balinese Woman 
Acrylic on canvas

1700mm x 1070mm

$6,900



1. Paper Plane by Thomas Barter, $125 each. 2. Mandala Heart by Kristeena McNeil, $90. 3. Bright by Michelle Shortt, $395. 

4. Waiheke Island by Annie Smits Sandano, $850. 5. Feather in my Cap - a series of works by Jane Gray, $95 each.

The Art Box store will be open from 10am to 
4pm on Saturday and 10am to 3pm on Sunday  
of the Art Exhibition.

The Art Box will be brimming with locally 
created art including prints, ceramics, indoor 
and outdoor sculpture and jewellery. Perfect  
for Christmas shopping or simply to brighten 
your home.

You will find the Art Box in the covered tennis 
court next to the café. Bring your friends and 
family and browse our adorable art selection. All 
purchases can be gift wrapped and taken home 
with you on the day.

Forego the throwaway gift in favour of an 
artwork that will last a lifetime.

1

2

3

4 5



6

909

7

8

10

11

12

6. Rangitoto by Kristin Hyde, $425. 7. Lolly Bag and Hearts by Simon Lewis Wards, $270. 8. Upscale 3:1 1 by Andrew Cox, $1,250.  

9. Lord Hudson by Donna O’Donoghue, $380. 10. Ginger Kiss by Rae West, $450. 11. Dragonfly Brooch by Kristin Hyde, $95. 

12. 9 Faces by Susan Hurrell Fieldes, $585.



Slim Aarons / Slim was an American photographer 
noted for photographing socialites, jet-setters and 
celebrities. Aarons never used a stylist or a makeup 
artist. He made his career out of what he called 
photographing attractive people doing attractive 
things in attractive places.

Richard Adams / Richard paints when he is 
not playing the jazz violin for Nairobi Trio. He 
is a contemporary abstract artist. He draws his 
inspiration from nature: from colours, textures, 
shapes and surfaces. Richard has been painting for 
over 40 years and his work is collected throughout 
New Zealand as well as internationally.

Azita Agnew / Azita is a photographer and 
artist based in Auckland. In the tradition of early 
botanical illustrations, she sets out to photograph 
and document beautiful New Zealand flora and 
fuse it with her Persian heritage. Her work is 
inspired by personal experiences, plant life, cultural 
theories and the grand classical artworks.

Grounded Art NZ / Brendon and Jane Harley 
from Nelson are passionate Kiwi gardeners with a 
creative eye and flair for all things metal. Grounded 
Art NZ reflects their shared love of art and 
landscaping - and keeps this husband and wife duo 
busy creating unique metal art and sculpture for 
New Zealand homes and gardens.

Stephen Bailey / Stephen undertook a course in 
art and design in the north of England and then 
gained a degree in ceramics at the University of 
Sunderland. Since moving to New Zealand in 2005, 
he has developed his ceramics practice from his 
Auckland studio.  It is here where he continues to 
explore texture and form, influenced by his travels 
and the remembrance of place.

Gareth Barlow / Gareth was born and grew up 
in the Hutt Valley, Wellington. His art reflects the 
love of the culture which has surrounded him 
throughout his entire life. Through family, friends, 
neighbours and teachers, he was encouraged to 
follow a journey of discovery and connection, a 
journey now expressed through his work. He is 
represented by Boyd-Dunlop Gallery in Napier.

Andrew Barns-Graham / Andrew (School House, 
1980-84) has a BFA from Elam School of Fine Arts 
and has been a full-time artist for 18 years. He has 
been a finalist in the Wallace Art Awards and in the 

Adams Portraiture Award. Andrew has also been a 
King’s College Artist-in-Residence twice.

Karin Barr / German-born Karin enjoys using 
cast glass alongside various materials to create 
minimalist forms. Her artwork is inspired by the 
Bauhaus movement and conveys a sense of play. 
Karin likes to create abstract figures that manifest 
real human characteristics. Using a knife she carves 
wax blocks to depict parts of various New Zealand 
river flows. Karin’s works are held by the Wallace 
Arts Trust and private collections nationally and 
internationally.

Thomas Barter / Thomas has been casting unique 
glass objects for the past ten years. He is currently 
creating a series of work based on folded paper. 
He has always loved paper planes and origami and 
wanted to see if he could capture them in glass. His 
current series is a reflection of this idea. Thomas 
has been a professional artist for over 30 years and 
is also the head of Art at Saint Kentigern College.

Martin Basher / New York-based Martin 
graduated from Columbia University, has exhibited 
internationally and has been the recipient of several 
international residencies, including the McCahon 
Residency in Auckland. Martin’s multimedia 
practice combines both high and low-end 
consumer products, fabricated structures, and 
immaculate geometric abstract paintings. Blending 
together ideas of retail display, advertising 
and Modernism, Martin’s work questions the 
environmental and social implications of 
consumption in our time. He is represented in 
Auckland by Starkwhite.

BAYA / BAYA is the brainchild of Emma Brewis, 
a charity she created in 2014 while living in South 
East Asia. Compelled to act after watching the 
documentary ‘The Cove’ about the barbaric  
capture of dolphins in Japan every year, she 
designed the high quality, ethically made bracelets 
to create awareness and raise money for those 
helping to release dolphins back into the wild 
where they belong.

Tori Beeche / Tori’s painting practice seeks to 
reference both personal and shared histories 
capturing notions of style that refer to another 
time.  She explores notions of ‘restorative’ and 
‘reflective’ nostalgia; extracting poetic moments 

from historical archives and encoding them with a 
subjective reality to create an aesthetic encounter.

Kristina Berends / Kristina (Bachelor of Design 
& Visual Arts, Unitec) has a fine art practice which 
explores the expressive and connotative power of 
several combined forces: surrealism, photo-realism 
and religious symbolism. Kristina’s meticulous and 
highly detailed images are painstakingly rendered 
to achieve optimal accuracy and precision. She 
states, “My goal in painting is to portray the normal 
as abnormal, the usual as unusual and the plain as 
plainly insane”.

Alice Berry / Alice is an abstract expressionist 
artist. She has a distinct style that is colourful, 
fun and unexpected. She paints with passion and 
emotion and draws on her experiences to form her 
work. Her love of nature can be seen in the shapes 
and textures in her work.

Cristina Beth / Cristina obtained a Master's 
degree with honours from Elam School of Fine Arts 
in 2009. Currently, she divides her time between 
picture framing, art restoration and her painting 
practice in her West Auckland studio. Christina’s 
love for the environment and her daily practice of 
yoga and meditation offer inspiration for her work 
- to quietly contemplate the natural beauty around 
us while attending to our daily rituals.

Bridget Bidwill / Bridget graduated from Ilam 
School of Fine Arts, Christchurch, in 1977. Using 
her personal alphabet of shapes merged with 
hints of reality, Bridget creates works of pictorial 
eloquence. Their reference to ‘still life’ is evident 
and her sublime use of colour creates perspective 
and light. Bridget’s sophisticated compositions 
exude a poetic resonance. She is represented by 
ARTIS Gallery, Auckland.

Kirsty Black / Kirsty is a full-time abstract artist 
working from her studio in Maraetai, Auckland. For 
Kirsty storytelling is a family tradition - it brings 
people together and creates a sense of belonging. 
She sees painting as an extension of this tradition, 
a medium where imagination has free rein, both in 
the creation and interpretation of the work.

Deborah Body / Deborah’s work considers 
aspects of the human condition, relating to 
melancholy, temporality, transience, absence and 
degeneration. Deborah works in oils describing 
figures that are leaving the present, becoming 
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Below: Wanda Gillespie
Higher Consciousness Integrating Calculator 
(with Gumnut) 2 
Walnut, brass, wooden beads, gum nuts, resin, 
wax, cast concrete

560mm x 420mm x 95mm

$1,550

Left: Prue MacDougall
Age of Exploration
Limited edition, hand-printed 
photopolymer intaglio 
etching

Ed. 6/45

680mm x 540mm

$875

Right: Eliza Glyn
We’ll stay Here
Oil on canvas, 
handmade rimu 
frame

320mm x 245mm

$1,280



Far left: Pia Davie
Daffodils with Kahawai
Acrylic and ink on canvas
760mm x 760mm
$500

Left: Petra Leary
Kaikohe Court
300gsm fine art paper print
880mm x 635mm
$960

Below left: Rachel Torckler
The Person Wearing a Jean 
Jacket
Oil on fabric
600mm x 500mm
$650

Below: Kathryn Carter
Upper Matukituki towards Mt 
Aspiring
Oil on canvas
900mm x 1200mm
$3,250



amorphous and ill-defined. Currently studying at 
Browne School of Art, Deborah has exhibited and 
sold at BSA, Railway Street and Silver Space. 

Renée Boyd / Renée hand casts her vases and 
applies glazes which she has designed. She uses 
the simplicity of the monochromatic glaze palette 
mixed with hand-drawn dash and dot markings. 
As a recent finalist in the Portage Ceramic Awards, 
Renée’s work is gaining attention nationally.

Peter Brammer / Peter is a sculptor working with 
steel in traditional and contemporary methods to 
construct forms. He is interested in the sublime 
powerful nature that sculpture can bring, with a 
timeless quality.  

Susannah Bridges / Susannah is well known for 
her work with porcelain and light. Her work has 
been acquired by several national institutions and 
she has received national and international awards. 
As well as producing her signature range of ceramic 
objects and lighting for the home, Susannah can 
undertake one-off site-specific commissions to 
create bespoke lighting, objects and tableware.

Richard Brimer / Richard, a freelance 
photographer based in the Hawke’s Bay, has had 
four solo shows at the Hastings City Art Gallery. He 
has published and co-published ten books on the 
arts and wine industries and he is currently working 
on a book with Craggy Range winery.

Megan Brown / Megan is a technology technician 
at King’s College. She is a mostly self-taught glass 
artist who enjoys sharing the knowledge and the 
joy that the movement of glass brings.

Nigel Brown / Nigel graduated from Elam School 
of Fine Arts in 1971. After reading and extensive 
research, Nigel begins with an initial concept 
which he builds on - employing history, literature 
and politics to complete his artworks. He also 
uses words in his paintings, a technique that was 
heavily influenced by the English poet and painter 
William Blake. At Elam, McCahon suggested that 
Nigel contain his text in a border or boundary, 
a technique he still employs today. Nigel is 
represented in Auckland by ARTIS Gallery. 

Katie Brown Glass / According to Katie the 
nature of working with molten glass has enabled 
her to capture fluid moments of patterns and lines 
within her desired forms. The challenge, she finds, 
is to learn a technique and change it into her own 
creation. She says there’s something medieval 
about the process - it’s dangerous, rewarding, 
addictive and extremely difficult. She loves how it 
keeps her real. Some days she is on fire and others 
she wonders if she will ever be satisfied.

Oliver Cain / Oliver is an English born/New 
Zealand artist. His work covers a broad range of 
topics as it changes and develops, as well as a wide 
range of materials. His artworks subverted linguistic 
paintings, ceramic sculptures and installations, 
bear a certain physicality and push the boundaries 
between conceptualism and post-pop art. As 
a proud member of the LGBT community, Cain 
uses his work to examine, question and criticise 
the relationships between gender, sexuality and 
societies’ misconceptions about those themes. 
There is a universal profundity at play revealing 
itself slowly for those willing to look and feel.

Cathy Carter / Cathy (MVA Hons, AUT) is a six-
time finalist in the Wallace Art Awards including the 
People’s Choice Award 2019, a three-times finalist 
in Australia’s HeadOn Prize, a four-times finalist in 
the Walker & Hall Waiheke Art Award, a two-times 
finalist in the Parkin Drawing Prize and for the first 
time this year a finalist in the 3D Molly Morpeth 
Awards. Cathy’s work has been exhibited across 
New Zealand and extensively overseas. It is held in 
public, private and corporate collections including 
the Wallace Arts Trust and the Parliamentary 
Collection. Cathy is represented in Auckland by 
Föenander Galleries, Mt Eden.

Kathryn Carter / Kathryn is a painter and architect 
who paints the landscapes, seascapes and islands 
of Northland and Auckland. She has been a finalist 
in the Molly Morpeth Canaday Awards between 
2013 - 2018, a finalist in the Waikato Painters and 
Printmakers Awards and she won the Marlborough 
Art Society Prize in 2015. She was commissioned 
in 2019 to paint landscapes for the Avis ‘Art 
of Discovery’ advertising campaign used on 
international billboards and exhibited at M2 Gallery 
Surrey Hills, Sydney. She is a resident artist at 
Railway Street Studios Newmarket and has work in 
collections throughout New Zealand and overseas.

Trish Clarke / Trish is a Whangarei-based artist 
who is a regular contributor to major New Zealand 
outdoor sculpture shows. Her work includes a 
large public sculpture in Whangarei, pieces held by 
the Wallace Arts Trust and in private collections. 
Trish is currently working on an 8 x 8-metre public 
sculpture in Whangarei which houses a camera 
obscura.

Dawn Clayden / Auckland-based ceramicist 
Dawn specialises in one-off pieces and small 
production runs. Dawn’s current body of work runs 
with themes of the romantic and whimsical, which 
include vases adorned with cascading flowers 
with additions of gold and platinum lustre. Each 
porcelain piece is fired three times and will be in 
the kiln for a period of just over one week until it  
is finished.

Katherine Claypole / Katherine likes to stitch her 
drawings with a needle and thread. She thinks it is 
the repetitive act of threading the needle, knotting 
the thread, piercing the surface, back and forth, in 
and out, and in and out, and over and over and  
over again.

Will Cooke / Will’s work displays exceptional 
precision and skill creating illusion-based paintings. 
He uses various supports such as aluminium, 
canvas and paper in his work. Will’s focus on 
the relationship between form, surface, and the 
viewer, produces independent physical objects that 
transcend the mind. Will holds a Bachelor of Visual 
Arts (Hons) from the Sydney College of Arts.

David Corson / As a full-time farmer, and with no 
formal artistic training, David paints in his spare 
time with a focus on equine and wildlife subjects. 
He has a particular interest in capturing the sport of 
polo. (Selwyn, 1976-80).

Jason Courtis / Jason loves the anonymity that 
photography brings. He wants people to focus on 
the image, not the artist. He loves the personal 
vision of photography; his eye sees differently from 
the audience and the audience sees differently 
to his. He captures solitude and isolation in his 
images, seeking remote locations to photograph  
in low light.

Mark Cowden / Mark is a Dunedin-based  
artist whose works belong to the genre of  
kinetic and optical art. Mark is mostly known for  
his “Multiplanes” which present a different  
image depending on the angle from which they 
 are viewed.

Andrew Cox / In recent years Andrew has become 
more focused on his artist practice. A good friend 
told him that ‘he has always been an artist, his years 
of looking, sensing and travelling have given him 
a sensitivity and aesthetic that is very rewarding’.  
Working in different mediums, collage and 
metalwork, his output has consequently increased 
and expanded into various themes.

Julie Cromwell / Julie has been working with clay 
for many years, graduating in studio ceramics in 
1992 from Derbyshire University, then receiving a 
Bachelor in Education from the University of Leeds. 
In 2019 she completed her MFA at Whitecliffe 
College of Arts and Design. Julie teaches, lives and 
works in Northland, and continues to develop her 
ceramics practice.

Jiajia Cui / Jiajia is a visual arts addict. She 
graduated from the Fine Art Department, East 
China Normal University, Shanghai. She has lived in 
New Zealand for 17 years, working on oil painting 
and clay and ceramic sculpture.



Glenys Cullimore / Glenys is an award winning 
artist who holds a Diploma in Figurative Studies. 
She mainly works in oil and acrylics on canvas, 
focussing on landscapes and figurative works. She 
uses personal references to capture local colour 
and dramatic compositions. Her painting essence 
is attained with loose brushstrokes and enhanced 
colours. Glenys is influenced by Post Impressionists 
and Fauvists with their vibrant colours and strong 
shapes. She has exhibited in solo and group shows 
in New Zealand, Australia and USA.

Pia Davie / Pia grew up in a creative family, her 
mum owning a contemporary art gallery and 
her dad making acoustic guitars. Completing a 
Bachelor of Fine Arts from Otago majoring in 
painting in 2005, she has continued to produce and 
exhibit and became a full-time artist in 2014.

Marina de Wit / South African born and living in 
Auckland, fine art botanical photographer Marina 
uses natural light, texture, and softly muted colours 
to create her ethereal photographs of flowers.  
Reminiscent of the classical works of the Old 
Masters, Marina’s beautiful floral images provide 
a welcome sense of nostalgia. Marina’s artwork 
was selected for the juried exhibition at the Royal 
Horticultural Society’s annual Botanical Art  
Show in London, July 2019, where she received a 
Silver Medal.

Philina den Dulk / Philina is a full-time artist and 
owner-operator of Art On Tyne in Oamaru. She 
loves to work with various textures while exploring 
the use of visual language. Philina believes that 
memories from the past or present are all influential 
and inspirational and are a story she wants to 
tell. Her Platefuls series takes vintage crockery 
and adds modern images, invokes nostalgia and 
breathes freshness into beautiful ceramics. She 
loves that her creations create memories and 
invoke conversations.

Nicolas Dillon / Nicolas has painted birds since 
the age of six. His paintings are now held in 
private collections around the world. Through his 
intimate portrayals and use of light, the viewer 
is transported beyond the birds themselves. It is 
these intangible aspects of nature that fascinate 
him most.

Mark Dimock / Born in Wellington in 1958, Mark 
is a full-time painter and sculptor. He has been 
exhibiting since 1975 and has had over 25 solo 
shows in that time. Experimentation with images 
and materials is important to his work. Mark lives 
and works in Eketahuna, Wairarapa where he has 
a gallery.

Neil Donaldson / Neil is a retired engineer. As 
a young man, he spent all his spare time making 

things out of steel. He has spent his life working 
with steel and in his spare time enjoys the challenge 
of making art that stands out and is different.

YuKe Dong / YuKe is a former oil painting teacher. 
She left China in 1989 after graduating and began 
teaching art around the world before settling down 
in New Zealand. She grows plants of various kinds 
in her spare time, which provide  inspiration for her 
ceramic art.

Wilhelmiina Drummond / Wilhelmiina is 
predominantly a self-taught ceramic artist based 
in Hamilton. Born and raised in Finland, she 
settled in New Zealand in 2011. She favours the 
ancient Japanese raku firing method due to its 
characteristic unpredictability and the soft and 
calm results that rise from the flames and smoke.

Scott Dunster / Scott is an Auckland-based 
artist who works with glass. His work is currently 
focused on creating glass versions of obsolete 
and unearthed objects. Producing these works in 
glass preserves a once disposable item for another 
generation.

Jennifer Duval-Smith / Jennifer is a 
contemporary botanical painter based in Mount 
Eden. In 2020 King’s College commissioned her to 
create an oak leaf painting to celebrate the King’s 
College Oaks Fellowship. Her work was selected for 
the Botanical Art Worldwide Exhibition in 2018. She 
also exhibits regularly at the Auckland Botanical 
Gardens. 

Nick Duval-Smith / Nick was born in Dunedin in 
1969. He studied at the Otago Polytechnic School 
of Fine Arts from 1988 to 1990, and again in 2007 
and 2008. He majored in sculpture and jewellery 
and he particularly enjoys making things people 
can play with.

Adele Eagleson / Adele loves to paint the 
landscape and its relationship with earth, sea 
and sky. Where a painting ends up is not always 
intentional, but what is intentional is capturing 
or suggesting a memory of a place in our 
subconscious. Adele’s works explore abstract 
seas with landforms derived mostly from her 
imagination but inspired by the beauty of New 
Zealand. She enjoys playing with layers, building 
up, parring back, scraping and excavating parts to 
reveal colours underneath, then repainting.

Susan Edge / Susan paints in acrylics in a naïve 
style. Her quirky works are held in collections within 
New Zealand and overseas. She has held several 
successful solo exhibitions and enjoys painting 
commissions.

Lucy Eglington / Lucy originates from the UK but 
trained in New Zealand. She has works in private 

collections in New Zealand and internationally. 
Working mainly in oils, Lucy enjoys portrait work 
and is happy to work on commission.

Karley Feaver / Karley challenges the common 
aversion towards taxidermy in the home by 
introducing abstract forms that blur the lines 
between traditional taxidermy and modern 
sculpture. The works intend to break morbid 
perceptions of taxidermy and replace them 
with more life-affirming connections. Her works 
are simultaneously poetic and vexing, they 
express the ambivalence of life and take you on 
a profound journey of self-discovery by tapping 
into your emotions. Karley’s works are held in 
public and private collections in New Zealand and 
internationally, including the Wallace Arts Trust and 
Westpac New Zealand.

Ginny Fisher / Ginny is a freelance journalist 
and photographer based in Clevedon, where she 
enjoys capturing the local flora and fauna and 
the surrounding rural landscape. Ginny studied 
photography in San Francisco and printmaking at 
Parsons School of Design in New York, where she 
was based with her family for over a decade. Her 
current series looks at landscapes and nostalgia, 
weaving symbolic objects into scenes that reflect 
her connection with each place.

Helen Fletcher / Helen has been painting since 
2010 and is studying at Browne School of Art, 
Auckland. Her work focuses on landscape, using 
colour to invite a fresh look at a familiar scene and 
to portray her feelings. She is influenced by New 
Zealand artists Old Collegian Don Binney (Peart, 
1953-57) and Rita Angus, and also by Milton Avery.

Hazel Foot / Hazel’s acrylic on canvas paintings 
are expressionist landscapes, suspended between 
reality and illusion providing a catalyst for recalling 
personal experiences. The fragility of nature and 
the importance of conservation are key concepts. 
She sites her inspiration as being the New Zealand 
landscape. Hazel studied art at Browne School of 
Art, Auckland.

Anton Forde / Connection to the land, the majesty 
of nature and a fascination with themes universal to 
‘first nation’ cultures are the greatest influences on 
Anton’s work. Anton began carving when he was 18 
and is studying for his Masters of Māori Visual Arts 
at Massey University. He exhibited in Sculpture on 
the Gulf 2019 and is working on a number of public 
commissions. He is the commissioned artist for the 
14-metre waka installation at Whitewater Wero 
Park in Manukau.

Ben Foster  / New Zealand-based sculptor Ben 
Foster draws upon the physical landscape of home, 
with his abstract figurative works and kinetic 



Far right: Margot Goodwin
Be my Valentine
Oil and acrylic on board 

840mm x 600mm

$3,000
 

Right: Gareth Barlow
The Haunting of Man
12 pigment ink on 310gsm 
photo rag

940mm x 807mm

$1,850

Pamela Wolfe
Striped Peony
Oil on canvas 

950mm x 1400mm

$17,500
Courtesy of ARTIS Gallery



Far left: Susan Skelton
Kristina
Acrylic and gold pigment 

640mm x 420mm

$595
 

Left: Oliver Cain
Ivory Pink
Ceramic in a wooden frame 

205mm x 165mm

$500

Above: Lorraine Natusch
Amarita Muscaria 
Fused and cast glass

160mm x 220mm x 220mm

$875

Right: Bridgette Morison 
Mac
Acrylic on canvas

1560mm x 1255mm

$11,200



sculptures mirroring the dramatic surroundings 
of the Kaikoura mountains and sea. His artistic 
practice serves as a vehicle through which he 
explores human interactions with the land and 
animals with which we share our lives and spaces.

Marian Fountain / Marian was introduced to the 
bronze casting technique while studying at Elam 
School of Fine Arts (1979 – 1983). She now lives 
and works in Paris. Marian uses the female form, 
plant life and the animal kingdom, often in states 
of metamorphosis, to explore themes of fertility, 
womanhood, conflict, change and growth.  She 
has exhibited at the British Museum, The National 
Gallery of Scotland, the Museo Archeologico of 
Milan, York Museum, Auckland War Memorial 
Museum and the French Mint.  She exhibits 
regularly in Europe, and has kept a continuous 
presence in the New Zealand art world. She is 
represented by ARTIS Gallery, Auckland.

Chas Foxall / Chas has been an art teacher and 
Head of Faculty and Art at both secondary and 
tertiary levels, specialising in photography, painting 
and design. He recently retired as Head of Visual 
Art at King’s College. His passion lies with the outer 
islands of the Hauraki Gulf and beyond and the 
mountains of Aotearoa and their spiritual link to the 
tangata whenua. His work is in several collections 
in Aotearoa including the Wallace Arts Trust 
collection. Chas is a surfer and sailor and travels 
extensively collecting resources for his work.

Helen Frost / Sculpting and handcrafting original 
and unique pieces from her studio in Waihi, Bay 
of Plenty, Helen is living her dream. Helen spent 
her childhood in the lush grass hills of Waikato’s 
beautiful Ngutunui where she was immersed in 
colours and textures. Awarded Lewis’ of Cambridge 
Emerging Artist Award 2005, Helen’s work adorns 
homes all over the world.

Deborah Fuller / Deborah has been a full-
time artisan since 2000. By combining a love of 
photography and painting, she explores where 
the camera becomes the paintbrush. Capturing 
moments of light, shadow and texture images 
merge into landscapes of turquoise blue and 
burnt umber.  Dwellings, vacant chairs and objects 
narrate a story. Calm and stillness appears, however 
an underlying tone of ambiguity is conveyed 
leaving the viewer to impart their own meaning.

G.S. / G.S. is a self-taught artist based in  
Auckland. She explores a variety of different  
styles and techniques from fluid-art to traditional 
painting and drawing. 

Mandy Gargiulo / Mandy is a Nelson artist 
working exclusively in porcelain. She draws 
inspiration from the shapes and textures of nature. 

Flowers, leaves and the sea are strong influences. 
Pieces are either crisp and unglazed or juxtaposed 
with a soft, smooth, glazed interior.

Lucy Gauntlett / Formerly an architect, Lucy is 
an interdisciplinary artist pursuing photography, 
design and art. With both professions, the 
fundamentals lie with composition, colour and 
detail. She uses photography and mixed media 
to ‘illustrate’ her visions, often utilising new-age 
digital technology intermixed with traditional 
methods to create works of art that are detailed, 
uplifting and inspiring. Lucy has been an artist-in-
residence at Studio One Toi Tu, Ponsonby and is a 
professional photographer and Fellow Member of 
the NZIPP.

Wanda Gillespie / Wanda is a mystical 
archaeologist creating sculptural artefacts from 
realms on the periphery of reality. Employing 
a range of mediums to realise her concepts, 
Wanda is mostly known for her finely detailed 
woodcarved figures and abacus sculptures. By 
using traditional craft techniques in contemporary 
ways, she attempts to challenge historical ideas 
of the artefact. She completed her BFA at Elam 
School of Fine Arts in 2003 and MFA at Victorian 
College of the Arts, Melbourne in 2009. Wanda has 
an extensive exhibition history and has been the 
recipient of many awards.

Neala Glass / Auckland-based artist Neala 
produces figurative drawings in charcoal and pastel 
that explore ideas of human psychology. Using 
compelling figure poses, she evokes narrative, 
mood, emotion and tension. These drawings are 
simultaneously realistic and metaphoric; both 
believable subjects in themselves and vehicles for 
symbolism and broader narratives.

Eliza Glyn / Eliza is a New Zealand based artist. 
Born in Dorset U.K 1975, she graduated from 
Bennington College, Vermont U.S.A with a Bachelor 
of Arts. Eliza came to New Zealand in 2008 
and lives in Dunedin with her family.  She paints 
primarily in oils on canvas and hardwood.

Margot Goodwin / Margot has been painting for 
the last 12 years using acrylic and oil. She enjoys 
painting portraits, local scenes and still life. She is 
based in Auckland.

Aroha Gossage / Aroha graduated with a Masters 
of Art & Design (Honours) in 2015, Auckland 
University of Technology. Iwi (tribe) of Ngāti Wai, 
Ngāti Ati Awa and the hapu (sub-tribe) Ngāti 
Ruahine/Ruanui, Ngāti Manuhiri. Aroha was 
commissioned to paint a work for the Kelliher  
Art Trust and has work in the Auckland War 
Memorial Museum. Aroha is represented by  
ARTIS Gallery, Auckland.

Charlotte Graham / Charlotte is a well-known, 
Auckland based, mana whenua mandated artist for 
Ngāti Whanaunga. Her twenty years in art explores 
critical issues affecting indigenous New Zealand 
society. She is an artist ambassador for The Kauri 
Project, has represented New Zealand nationally 
and in Hawaii, Brisbane and Chile. Her work is in 
major collections nationally and internationally and 
includes the Chartwell Collection, the Wallace Arts 
Trust and Auckland Art Gallery. Her huge Britomart 
temporary art installation was awarded a gold 
medal in print. 

Jane Gray / Jane is a respected New Zealand 
artist well known for large scale and mainly 
figurative, colourful impressionistic paintings. She 
has exhibited at home and internationally with 
resounding success for 30 years. Jane’s goal is to 
achieve true abstraction, and recently she studied a 
technique using oil paint with cold wax and metallic 
pigment at an American school. This new medium 
is put into play on the surface of her new canvas - 
ceramic forms.

Lisa Grennell / With her own personal journey 
raising children as inspiration, Lisa draws from 
nostalgic moments in an attempt to alleviate the 
solace of the empty nest. She uses the imagery 
of children with flowers, animals and insects, 
questioning young people’s view of the world - 
seeing a disconnection from nature with modern 
technology.

Matt Griffin / Matt graduated with a degree in 
structural engineering in 2017 and now pursues 
a full-time career as an artist. He specialises in 
charcoal on archival paper, with ideas centred 
around people and animals, delivered to the viewer 
through expression, composition and lighting.

Belinda Griffiths / Belinda is a conceptual 
figurative artist based in Auckland. Working 
within the disciplines of painting and printmaking, 
her art explores the expressive potential of the 
gestural mark. Belinda was the recipient of the 
Molly Morpeth Canaday Art Award in 2010 and 
the Estuary Artwork Award in 2013. She has been 
a finalist in the Wallace Art Awards, the New 
Zealand Painting and Printmaking Award and the 
Adam Portraiture Award. Her work is held in public 
and private collections both in New Zealand and 
overseas. Belinda is represented by Föenander 
Galleries in Auckland and Solander Gallery in 
Wellington.

Keith Grinter / Keith runs the Grinter Glass studio 
in Whangarei. His artworks include painted and 
blown glass as well as painting and sculpture. His 
fascination with modernist painting has provided 
inspiration for his glasswork. He uses the glass 
shard pick-up technique and mixtures of coloured 



frits to create the unique patterns in his glasswork. 
His artworks are often based on blind contour 
drawings made while walking. This is a technique 
that he developed whilst studying for his Master’s 
degree, as a means to investigate the everyday.

Wolf Habichhorst / Wolf incorporates fun and 
humour with the inspiration of relationships, 
rhythms and symmetries of nature and our 
connection with it. He works with different 
materials, from metal with patinas to paint and 
wood and assemblages of discarded objects: 
Recycle, reuse, remake.

Peter Hackett / Peter believes being a painter 
does not depend on a talent born or acquired. 
Being a painter depends on a willingness to work in 
the face of uncertainty, to make a career of doing 
something there may be no reward or recognition 
for. Peter Hackett is an Old Collegian (St John’s, 
1975-78).

Wendy Hannah / Wendy is an Auckland based 
sculptural painter. Hannah’s practice is founded on 
experimental methodology and a keen interest in 
the scientific properties of paint and colour. Her 
studio research has led her to work with various 
forms, experimenting with resin, varnish, acrylic 
and industrial additives to create large scale wall-
mounted sculptures. Hannah uses a bright and 
vibrant palette applied in overlapping triangular 
patterns on three-dimensional wooden forms 
which she then coats in liquid glass. It’s this precise 
layering of colour paired with the high gloss of  
the liquid glass that creates a sense of luminosity 
and depth.

Guy Harkness / Guy is an Auckland artist, living 
and working in Mount Eden. Working mostly in oil 
on canvas, his paintings include local landscapes 
and the occasional still life, portrait and  
abstract piece.

Emily Harris / Emily has a BFA Hons from National 
Art School in Sydney. Her work reflects discovery 
through the use of different materials, mark-
making, and assemblage/collage. Emily’s abstract 
work is influenced by her environment; with her 
‘Connected’ series focusing on mindfulness and the 
need for contact in the Covid age.

Veronica Herber / Award-winning artist Veronica 
(BVA) is based in Auckland and best known for 
her large scale tape installations. Her work has 
featured in Waiheke Sculpture on the Gulf and 
Sydney Sculpture by the Sea (three years running). 
Her works on paper are held in major New Zealand 
collections, including Wallace Arts Trust, the 
Chartwell Collection, and Auckland Art Gallery Toi 
o Tamaki.

Graeme D. Hitchcock / The basis of Graeme’s 
work is the ability to express his feelings and 
thoughts in what he creates. Each theme is a story 
being told. His rough glass casting and uncontrolled 
(he would like to think they were controlled) colour 
blends add to the work’s uniqueness.

Monique Howlett / Monique holds a Bachelor (Art 
& Design) and draws on nature and nurture and the 
pure joy it brings. Predominantly working in oils, 
she aims to capture the essence of simply being 
in the moment. Monique recently held a sell-out 
solo exhibition in Ireland and continues serving an 
engaged global audience from her Auckland studio.

Susan Hurrell Fieldes / Susan is a full-time 
printmaker. Her education and inspiration comes 
from New York where she works and studies every 
year. She has exhibited widely in New Zealand  
and overseas. She works in a number of 
printmaking techniques, currently mostly using 
drypoint etching.

Kristin Hyde / Kristin is a full-time Auckland based 
mixed media and resin artist who enjoys working in 
various mediums. A passionate creative who also 
enjoys silversmithing, creating original art jewellery. 
She describes herself as an intuitive painter, and her 
genre can be anything from whimsical to abstract. 
Kristin has a passion for colour and texture and 
finds it humbling to watch people connect with 
her work. Kristin has exhibited in several galleries 
within New Zealand and major public exhibitions 
and her work can be found in homes worldwide.

Wilma J Design / Wilma was inspired by the clay 
following seasonal rains at her childhood home of 
Curaçao. She moved to New Zealand in 1963 and 
chose to carve her own path as a potter, producing 
work in many styles as market forces and 
opportunities arose. The selection in this exhibition 
is from her garden and bird series, started fifteen 
years ago.

Tyler Jackson / Tyler is a Wellington/Te 
Whanganui-a-Tara based emerging artist and 
facilitator at play_station ARI (artist-run initiative). 
Tyler’s practice explores the idea of seeing light 
and space and the aesthetic intrinsic relationship 
between industrial minimalist materiality versus the 
immateriality of light and colour.

Anna Jacobi / Anna paints old wooden nautical 
oars using paint and decoupage. This has 
evolved from her love for sailing, nature and 
practical art. She enjoys the use of design, colour, 
interesting textures and space on old wooden oars 
incorporating a nautical and unique look. The oars 
can be hung both indoors and outdoors by the 
nautical rope attached.

Amber Jones / Amber is a photographer based 
between the Coromandel Peninsula and Auckland. 
Her unique underwater perspective gives rise to 
the sublime, watery landscapes at the core of her 
creative practice. With her lens often sprinkled by 
water droplets, her works have a soft, painterly 
quality. The private life of the ocean is revealed in 
surprising ways through her striking compositions.

Elisha Jordan / Elisha believes she learnt the 
fundamentals of sculpting in steel from her father 
Bill Clarke (forged and crafted). Stainless steel is 
her preferred material for bringing her ideas to 
life in 3-dimensional form, reflecting the lifelike 
look she is wanting to achieve. She often brings an 
element of whimsy into her sculptures, reflecting 
the playfulness abundant in nature.

JULZ / JULZ’s artworks are inspired by the colour, 
vitality and atmosphere of her travels. The pieces 
are complex and evocative due to the multiple 
layers of mixed media, which subtly appear 
beneath the resin layers.

Gaye Jurisich / Gaye works in various mediums 
exploring memory and circumstance of life, 
enjoying the connections between mediums. Gaye 
teaches expressive drawing and painting.

Just A Little Bit Cool / Offering quality on-trend 
artwork for your outdoor area. Collaborating with 
talented New Zealand artists, their outdoor artwork 
is produced locally in the Bay of Plenty and is 
manufactured to ensure it withstands the harshest 
outdoor environments. Produced on a man-made 
board that repels water with a specialist UV vinyl 
print and laminate - their pieces will not rot, swell, 
warp, crack or fade. Their prints are also great for 
rooms where moisture or sun exposure means 
traditional artwork deteriorates.

Nejat Kavvas / Nejat has been practising as a 
professional artist for over a decade from his studio 
in the Wairau Valley, Auckland. Nejat says, “Artists 
are storytellers of their time and of their society. 
Their language is their lifelong experience shown 
by the materials they use. I use different mediums 
like bronze, glass, stone and plastics to tell my 
story. It is a limitless joy to create artworks with a 
personality that transmit sensations with elements 
of fiction or fantasy. My art is me”. His work has 
been exhibited in New Zealand

Vivian Keenan / Vivian is a self-taught artist 
working with recycled copper. Her work has its 
origins in a basket making background. Living and 
working on Great Barrier Island,  the environment 
influences her work substantially. She loves the 
malleability and strength of copper and the variety 
of ways she can manipulate the finished surfaces.



Seung Yul Oh
PokPo

Acrylic and 24ct gold leaf or 
black resin 

Sold  separately

100mm x 120mm x 100mm

$1,000
Courtesy of Starkwhite

Judy Rogers
Om the Awakened 
Articulated wood

330mm x 90mm x 90mm

$550

Jane Gray
Nearly Perfect Bowl Form 1  
Paper clay twice fired

230mm x 350mm x 230mm

$650

Margaret Petchell
Angle Head  

White clay with matte 
white glaze 

Overall height on 
plinth 370mm

$420

Clovis Viscoe
Kihikihi  
Kauri, clear acrylic, acrylic paint

240mm x 600mm x 40mm

$800

Jiajia Cui
Black bird series
Ceramic

Three individual vases, sold separately

$790 - $960



Above left: David Corson
Ruahine Stalemate
Pastel on art spectrum colourfix 
paper

560mm x 800mm 

$1,100

Above right: Tyler Jackson
No title
Thermoformed acrylic glass, 
aluminium and lacquer

1000mm x 1200mm x 250mm

$4,200

Left: Neil Donaldson
Circles n Circles
Corten steel 

950mm x 1150mm x 300mm

$4,435



Joseph Kelly / Joseph has been a photographer 
for the past seven years focusing on landscapes in 
both urban and natural environments. He attended 
King’s College from 2013-2017 in Averill House. 
He is currently studying Industrial Design at RMIT 
University in Melbourne, Australia. Joseph Kelly is 
an Old Collegian (Averill, 2013-17).

Isabelle Kember / Originally from Auckland, 
Isabelle is currently working and living in 
Melbourne. Her love for photography and 
printmaking was sparked during a residency for the 
Globe Gallery at Grabowsee in Berlin in 2017, where 
she developed her practice in pinhole photography 
and cyanotype printmaking. This led to a year 
studying Visual Arts at AUT in 2018.

Aaron Kereopa / Aaron is a self-taught artist. His 
journey carving up-cycled surfboards began over 
20 years ago. His work fuses traditional carving 
ideas with a contemporary art practice, with his 
storytelling depicted through his personal life 
experiences. He is currently represented in the 
Netherlands.

Luke King / Luke has been creating sculpture for 
around 17 years, for one of New Zealand’s leading 
female artists, Virginia King. The works are of 
an international standard and are in a range of 
mediums. Luke currently has one of his own pieces 
at the Brick Bay Sculpture Park. Luke is also making 
bespoke DJ booths and high-end audio furniture. 

Anna Korver / Anna is currently based in Taranaki, 
New Zealand. She has been a full-time professional 
sculptor since completing a BFA in Sculpture from 
the University of Canterbury in 2003. Anna works 
nationally and internationally on exhibition work 
with private and public commissions. She has been 
selected in the Wallace Awards twice, invited to 
exhibit work in many large scale outdoor sculpture 
exhibitions, including Brick Bay Sculpture Trail 
and Tai Tapu Sculpture Garden, and has attended 
more than 60 national and international sculpture 
symposiums. Anna’s works are feminine in their 
identity and perspective, inviting intimacy and 
personal connection.

Jimmy James Kouratoras / Ko Puke o Tahinga 
te Maunga, Ko Waikato te Awa, Ko Tainui te Iwi, Ko 
Ngāti Tiipa te Hapu, Ko Te Kotahitanga te Marae 
Ko Jimmy James Kouratoras ahau. Jimmy has had 
solo exhibitions in Auckland, Los Angeles, New 
York, Brisbane, Melbourne and Queenstown, was 
shortlisted for the National Contemporary Art 
Award (2017), the Cleveland National Art Award 
(2019) and represented New Zealand at the 
Honolulu Biennial (2019).

Tatyana Kulida / Tatyana is a Wellington-based 
artist with paintings in museums and private 

collections in the USA, Europe and Australasia. 
Having studied and taught classical painting at 
Italy's Florence Academy of Art she now passes 
on Old Masters’ traditions at her Anthesis Atelier, 
teaching classical method and painting work from 
life, in natural light, specializing in portraits and 
still life.

John Lancashire  / John is a contemporary New 
Zealand painter living in Hawke’s Bay. Working in 
fine oils on canvas, he specializes in expressionist 
works imbued with character. John’s work can be 
found in private collections in New Zealand and 
Australia. Lancashire was born in England and 
emigrated to Sydney as a child. Now living in New 
Zealand, he has gathered a strong following for 
his distinctive style and painterly approach to his 
chosen subject. He was a finalist in the 2015 and 
2019 Molly Morpeth Painting Awards. John has 
been represented in the Muse Gallery since 2017 
and the Parnell Gallery since 2020.

Petra Leary / Petra is an award-winning aerial 
photographer based in Auckland. Her ability to 
capture her subjects from unique perspectives is 
striking and ground-breaking, she has an innate 
design sensibility. An intrepid world traveller, she 
seeks out unusual landscapes, captures them from 
unforeseen angles, such as her signature bird’s eye 
angle, and manipulates and accentuates colours in 
post-production to create her final work. Her work 
is simple yet bold in arrangement and composition.

Gus Leen - Form 53 / Gus is a final year Industrial 
Design student at Massey University of Wellington. 
During his semester holidays, Gus manufactures 
his furniture and lighting products from his own 
design workshop and studio, Form 53 in Timaru. 
His past experience working for both an electrician 
and a joiner has allowed him to incorporate unique 
features into his bespoke designs.

Simon Lewis-Wards / A Waitakere based glass 
and ceramics artist, Simon’s pieces draw inspiration 
from warm childhood memories; a walk down to 
the dairy, family road trips, and lazy days playing 
games with his brothers. He hand makes all of his 
pieces, incorporating materials such as slip-cast 
porcelain, cast glass or whatever medium suits the 
concept best.

Anna Leyland / Anna is a contemporary New 
Zealand artist. Utilising pattern making and 
symbolism, her works invoke conversations 
relating to the celebration of diversity and 
multiculturalism within Aotearoa. Her works are 
directly influenced by her multicultural heritage 
and that of her son: Fijian, Scottish, Hungarian, 
and Kiwi. With her distinctive style, she has 
completed many commissions including corporate 
works for Nespresso, The Auckland City Council, 

Orcon, The Big Hoot, and Sofitel Queenstown. 
After four successful solo shows since 2017, she is 
now moving her work further afield and has been 
selected for an New Zealand Contemporary Art 
Exhibition in China, 2020.

Margaret Lovell / Margaret is an award-winning 
sculptor and a Fellow of the Royal British Society of 
Sculptors. She trained at the Slade School of Art in 
London and the Academy of Fine Art in Florence. 
Margaret’s work engages powerfully with the space 
and environment it inhabits. Her frequent use of 
tall swaying wafer-thin surfaces takes the flat plane 
out of a rigid geometric straitjacket and suggests 
“organic” links to botanical phenomena. Margaret’s 
works are held in a number of public and private 
collections internationally. In 2016 she relocated to 
New Zealand where she is represented by Jonathan 
Grant Gallery.

Lukeke / In recent years Katherine Rutecki (New 
York, USA) and Luke Jacomb (Auckland, New 
Zealand) have respectively risen to the forefront 
of the international studio glass movement. In 
2006 they introduced Lukeke Design and created 
a studio in Avondale, Auckland, where they still 
operate from today.

Tom Lusk / Tom says he has been carving all his 
life, beginning in the 1980s at Kohupatiki Marae 
in Hawke’s Bay. He primarily works in reclaimed 
native timbers, especially tōtara and swamp kauri, 
combined with copper and stone such as agate. 
Most of his pieces feature large ocean creatures like 
whales and sharks, but he also carves penguins and 
other marine birds.

Prue MacDougall / Globe-trotting Kiwi 
printmaker Prue is a visual storyteller. Each work 
she creates is part of a series of narratives. She 
overlays timescapes separated by centuries, 
layering ancient journeys over our idea of them 
now, creating present-day fantasies of the past, 
and past fantasies of the present. Her hand-printed 
artworks are held in collections throughout New 
Zealand and internationally, including the Victoria 
and Albert Museum, London.

Alexandra Mainwaring / Alexandra is a 
part-time artist, working on the North Shore in 
Auckland. She mainly focuses on monochromatic 
portraits. She's had works displayed in various 
galleries throughout the North Island and is a 
graduate of Whitecliffe.

Fraser Marsh / Fraser is a Waikato-based 
metalsmith.  He particularly enjoys creating 
individual statement pieces.  He also has a few 
regular production pieces that are very popular.  
Fraser loves working with clients to design and 
create custom pieces.



Sam Mathers / Sam grew up in Raglan. He has 
travelled and lived all over the world, working as 
a full-time artist. Sam held his first solo exhibition 
in Raglan in 2011 where he was spotted by 
Antonio Navas, Saatchi & Saatchi’s Art Director 
who commissioned him to paint a mural for the 
ad agency’s foyer, which was completed in 2011. 
His career as a full-time artist had begun. Since 
then Sam has exhibited in numerous group art 
shows worldwide. Sam’s art is now sought after by 
collectors in New Zealand and internationally.

Lou Mathieson / Lou has been working with glass 
for over 20 years after gaining a BA in Design 
(glass major) followed by a Postgraduate Diploma 
in Education. She lives and works on Auckland’s 
North Shore, surrounded and inspired by the 
beautiful coastline. Lou teaches glass casting to 
children and adults at Mairangi Arts Centre and 
Uxbridge in Howick. Her forms relate to nature and 
are often disc or pod-shaped. She carves natural 
forms into wax which captures and transmits light 
in the finished works. Her work is held in private 
collections in New Zealand and internationally.

Timon Maxey / Timon produces abstract 
landscapes and prints from his Wanganui studio. 
His work has been shown in many New Zealand 
galleries, as well as London and Dubai. His art 
is inspired by a fascination with beautiful New 
Zealand landscapes, maps and rivers.

Philip Maxwell / Philip is a Dunedin based painter 
who has been creating highly worked imagery 
inspired by his home town of Port Chalmers. His 
work can be viewed as a realised abstraction of the 
place where one lives. His work is represented in 
private and public collections here and overseas.

Juliet McArthur / Juliet paints with oil on 
stretched linen. Her paintings reflect a deep 
connection with the New Zealand landscape, be 
it rolling high country hills or coastal headlands, 
evoking the moods created by the play of light and 
shadow on land forms.

Maggie McGregor / Maggie is an Auckland-based 
artist. Her work is done in oils and is driven by a 
process of adding and removing paint; building 
an image beyond herself. She has been a finalist in 
the Parkin Drawing Prize, the Walker and Hall and 
the Molly Morpeth Awards. Her latest exhibition 
was in June 2020 at the Railway Street Gallery in 
Newmarket and her work is held in collections in 
New Zealand and overseas.

Rose McKellar / Rose is an award-winning artist 
from Christchurch who creates contemporary 
feather artworks using native feathers. Rose has 
exhibited at Nelson’s Wearable Arts Gallery, Orion 
Powerhouse Gallery in Akaroa, the Aigantighe 

in Timaru, and Christchurch’s Visually Māori and 
Whare. She has also exhibited at Poi Room and 
Letham Gallery in Auckland, and Birdswood Gallery 
in Havelock North.

Kath McLaughlin / Kath is primarily a portrait 
artist. She has been exploring the effects of strong 
sunlight in a series which portrays the beauty of 
light through fabric, the colours of summer and 
the female form.  Her latest work has been local 
landscapes, focussing on dramatic skies and hills. 
She works in oils.

Kristeena McNeil / Kristeena is a routering and 
laser artist working with a range of materials which 
include, but are not limited to, bamboo, plywood, 
treated and untreated plywood, acrylic, ACM and 
aluminium. Her work has a strong New Zealand 
influence.

Su McPherson / Su is an Auckland craft artist and 
has been making peg dolls for the past 15 years. 
It is her passion for domestic craft, New Zealand 
and Pacific art, and recycling that translates into 
her doll making. Su’s intention with the dolls is to 
celebrate New Zealand and Pacific culture.

Sophie Melville / Sophie is an abstract 
watercolour painter who lives in Wanaka with her 
husband and three young children. Through her 
work she seeks to evoke an inner calm and sense 
of purpose with her interpretation of mountains, 
lakes, beaches and clouds. She uses a limited 
colour palette which acts as a poignant reminder of 
the moments of clarity gained from the effects of 
stillness and awareness.

Carissa Meng / Carissa is a contemporary artist 
and poet living in Auckland. Her artwork has been 
acquired by collectors and institutions in New 
Zealand, Australia, mainland China and Hong  
Kong. The images are pen and underbrush, 
capturing the wonderful fusion of contemporary  
art and oriental poetry.

Peter Miller / Peter is a realist painter, 
predominately self-taught, and has exhibited 
regularly over the last 20 years. He is a frequent 
finalist in national art awards, winning the Molly 
Morpeth Canaday Award in 2014, and has work in 
both local and international private collections and 
several in the Wallace Arts Trust Collection.

Alex Miln  / Alex+F26’s work questions popular 
and prevailing perceptions about our own world 
view and our own New Zealand story; to look under 
the rug, to see the shadows, to ingest the popular 
and unpopular, the familiar and the unfamiliar - to 
confront the message that we want to just drive by.

Kate Mitchell / Kate is an Auckland-based 
multi-disciplinary glass artist who works with 

both cast and blown glass. The concept of 
Kate’s practice is to construct objects which 
challenge the materials in which they are normally 
represented. By translating objects into glass 
sculptures, she attempts to strip back their original 
function, purpose and meaning. It is through this 
juxtaposition of original material with the cast item, 
that the inherent qualities of glass help create a 
new framework of meaning.

Mark Mitchell / Mark works as a full-time ceramic 
sculptor out of his studio and gallery in Haruru, 
Bay of Islands. His ceramic practice consists of 
sculptural vessels, outdoor geometric works 
and kitchenware. He has held residencies at 
Fule International Ceramic Art Museums China 
2007, Ernabella Aboriginal Community 2009 and 
Shigaraki Ceramic Cultural Park, Japan 2010. Mark 
is an award-winning artist, receiving the 2019 
Premier Portage Ceramic Award and the Premier 
Award at OBJECTive Art 2008.

Harry Moores / New Plymouth artist Harry 
describes his work as a contemporary look at 
portraiture. His work taps into the equivocal nature 
of abstraction, fusing this with lucid representations 
and, often, unmistakable familiarity.

Holly Morgan / Holly's hand-thrown stoneware 
is fired to 1280 degrees and glazed with a unique 
glaze 'clay'. Holly created this finish to emulate 
the look of raw clay as it dries. The lines, hues, and 
fragility of the colour feel organic in nature and 
are something worth capturing and preserving. 
Holly has been throwing clay for two and a half 
years and runs and operates out of her Napier store 
'Morganmade'.

Bridget Morison / Hawke’s Bay artist Bridget's 
rural upbringing is evident in her realist acrylic 
paintings. Her subjects are animals, yet her main 
focus is light and illusion.  Bridget aspires to 
bring soul to her paintings through the gaze and 
engagement of the subject.

Pam Mossman / Pam is a self-taught multimedia 
artist and works predominantly in the medium of 
pottery and acrylic painting, with the occasional 
foray into flax weaving.  Her passion at present is 
recreating delicate nostalgic ceramic hydrangeas. 
She is very involved in the local art scene in 
Whakatane and has lived in Ohope Beach for over  
30 years.

Leanne Mulder / Mixed media and resin artist 
Leanne is inspired every day by the changing New 
Zealand landscape. Her works depict visions of 
earth sea and sky.

Hannah Nathan / A self-taught artist inspired 
by natural forms and colours around her, Hannah 
uses thick textures and non-traditional techniques 



Bottom left: Gaye Jurisich
The Muffs
Mixed media on paper

800mm x 1000mm

$1,500

John Lancashire
Are we there yet?
Oil on Belgian linen

929mm x 610mm x 40mm

$2,580

 Left: Jana Wood
Stay in the Shadows
Acrylic and oil on linen

1000mm x 850mm

$1,950



Right: Tori Beeche
Honeymoon (2018)
Oil on canvas

850mm x 1200mm

$6,700

Bottom: Justin Wishart
Emerging Orthodoxy
Acrylic, ink, spray paint, and 
epoxy resin on perspex 

1349mm x 1240mm

$9,400

Below right: Aaron Kereopa
The Lady
Framed print on textured 
cotton rag 310gsm

700mm x 935mm

$1,250



to deliver unique abstract artworks for both 
residential and commercial clients around New 
Zealand and internationally.

Lorraine Natusch / Lorraine is a full-time glass 
artist based in her Canterbury studio. She uses 
various methods and surface finishes, working with 
pattern, light and visibility. Lorraine has exhibited 
widely over the past 18 years. Her work is held in 
collections in New Zealand and internationally.

Richard Naylor / Richard was trained in ceramics 
in Japan before moving to New Zealand. He mostly 
works on the wheel, but also uses hand-building for 
larger pieces. He has made dishes for restaurants in 
Auckland and Paris. His pieces are often classical in 
form, with distressed or highly textured surfaces.

Doug Neil / Christchurch sculptor Doug has 
been refashioning the South Island landscape into 
tactile stone sculptures for 30 years. His works 
reflect features such as Canterbury’s braided 
rivers and Punakaiki’s pancake rocks.  Doug’s 
gallery pieces are in collections around the world.  
His “megalithic” installations are in several New 
Zealand locations.

Jonny Niesche / Jonny has long worked with the 
intrinsic relationship between colour, form and light 
to produce formal and optically charged works 
that challenge our perception of space. Employing 
a range of materials that each perform differently 
with light, his beguiling compositions offer shifting, 
sensory experiences conducted by subtle acts of 
reflection, transparency and movement that bring 
together the cheerful dissonance of psychedelia 
and the formal concerns of high modernism.

Brad Novak / (aka New Blood Pop) / Arguably 
New Zealand’s pre-eminent urban pop artist, Brad 
wants us to “keep our inner child alive”. He is 
the first artist in New Zealand’s history to exhibit 
with global superstars such as Warhol, Haring, 
Lichtenstein, Mr. Brainwash and Banksy (Toronto, 
2015). His art practice covers two main themes 
- the subjective nature of identity through his 
‘Hybrid’ works, and his self-titled ‘Digital Dilemma’ 
dealing with the conundrum of this increasingly 
technological age. Brad exhibits internationally 
with galleries in the USA, Canada, UK and New 
Zealand.

Margi Nuttall / Margi is an artist and object 
maker from the lush Waikato. The clay sculptural 
forms she designs are simple, bold and emphasise 
stillness, weight and balance. Margi’s work is 
showcased throughout Aotearoa.

Donna O’Donoghue / Surreal digital composition 
or visual storytelling... however you describe 
Donna’s works it is nothing but superb. The scenes 
and images she creates take you to another world 

entirely, whisking you away from reality into a 
surreal land you could only hope existed. Donna 
also creates mixed media pieces working with resin, 
paint and print media.

Liam O’Keeffe / Liam is a digital and multimedia 
artist based on the Kapiti Coast. He produces 
limited edition canvas prints focused on wildlife 
and birdlife, combined with mid-century modern 
geometry, with the aim of creating a compelling 
aesthetic of vibrancy, life and structure in each 
piece. 

Seung Yul Oh / Born in Seoul, Korea, Seung Yul 
moved to New Zealand over 15 years ago and 
completed an MFA at Elam School of Fine Arts. 
He now divides his time between Auckland and 
Seoul. In 2010 he was invited to take up a residency 
at the artist-run space GGOOL in Seoul and was 
the recipient of the 2011 Harriet Friedlander New 
York Residency Award administered by the Arts 
Foundation of New Zealand. He is represented in 
Auckland by Starkwhite.

Josh Olley / Josh was born in New Plymouth in 
1972, moved to Wanaka in 1995, taught himself to 
carve and gradually worked up to large scale stone 
sculpture. He creates works expressing his ethical 
and environmental values. His passion for larger 
stone sculpture developed naturally as his ability 
in carving evolved. Josh was an Arts Gold Award 
finalist in 2015 and 2017, exhibited in Sculpture 
on the Shore in Devonport in 2014 and 2018 and 
Sculpture on the Peninsula in 2015 and 2017. His 
work is held in collections here and overseas, 
including Te Papa and the Auckland War Memorial 
Museum. Josh is represented by ARTIS Gallery, 
Auckland.

Sam Paea / Mixing contemporary art with the 
graffiti vibes of the streets and the flavours of his 
Pacific Island culture all in one style, Sam’s use of 
colours and his diverse mix of mediums lays out 
everything in two bold words: eye catching.

Neal Palmer / Born in London in 1968, Neal’s work 
focuses on iconic subjects using scale, colour and 
form to create dramatic and emotive paintings. 
He has been a full-time artist since 1999 and has 
participated in Artists in Eden, Los Angeles and 
Beijing International Biennial Art Invitationals, 
’35 K’ at Artspace, and as a finalist in the 2D & 3D 
Molly Morpeth Canaday Awards (2D merit winner), 
Margaret Stoddard, Tamaki Estuary and Ecology 
and the Wallace Art Awards.

Peter Panyoczki / Born 1953 in Budapest Hungary, 
Peter escaped to Switzerland in 1957 following 
the Hungarian Revolution of ‘56. He graduated 
with a Master of Arts from the University of Zürich 
and was teaching German literature at Purdue 

University and in Zürich. He had artist residencies 
in the US, Europe and Vladivostok Russia. Peter 
became a New Zealand resident in 1995 and 
exhibits internationally. He may be regarded as a 
mixed media artist, working in a hybrid of forms 
and mediums: painting, sculpture, installation, 
photography and digital technology.

Fiona Pardington / Fiona was born in Auckland 
and holds a Doctorate in Fine Arts from the 
University of Auckland. In the late 1980s she was 
among a group of women artists who challenged 
photography’s social documentary aesthetic, 
prevalent in the previous decade. She went on to 
focus on the still life format, recording museum 
taonga and other historic objects such as hei tiki 
and the now extinct huia bird. Fiona, who was 
made a Member of the New Zealand Order of Merit, 
was named Chevalier de l’ordre des Arts et des 
Lettres in 2016 by the French Prime Minister.

Margaret Petchell / From a creative background 
in New Zealand’s fashion and film industry, 
Margaret’s progression into painting 20 years ago 
was a natural extension of her creative life.  Since 
then her reputation as a collectable artist has her 
original paintings gracing renowned walls around 
the world, as well as in New Zealand.  Intricate 
detail and perfection of colour and light are what 
first draw you in, but what really sets her apart is 
the depth of personality imbued in her birds and 
animals. More recently she has begun producing 
a small range of one-off ceramic masks set on 
concrete plinths.

John Phillips / John has been a full-time artist 
for several years, making pottery and sculpture 
from fiberclay. More recently he has been using his 
techniques on canvas to create wall pieces.

Suzy Platt / Suzy is known for her oil paintings of 
wide-eyed girls and spray painted femme fatales. 
She has featured as a guest artist for British Vogue 
photographer Nick Knight’s SHOWstudio as a guest 
curator and illustrator of the Paris and  New York 
Fashion Week shows in 2017 and 2020. Her work 
has been internationally acclaimed and highly 
collectable for 20 years. Her work is sold in galleries 
around the world and features in private collections 
of several high profile personalities that include 
Claudia Schiffer and Kim Kardashian.

Sam Poots / Sam is an emerging artist branding 
herself as ‘ART OF POOTS’.  Sam specialises in a 
technique called pointillism or known as ‘stippling’. 
Based close to the Ruahine ranges of Hawke’s Bay, 
her adventures now spread from the magnificent 
peaks to the depth of the sea in search for integrity 
and inspiration. These natural environments are 
a major influence in her works.  Her creations tell 
the story of how human and nature can coexist, 



however they also highlight the challenges of the  
past and the challenges that lie ahead.

Michael Price / Michael’s unique body of work 
explores the interaction between man-made 
materials and the natural environment. Working 
primarily with a combination of metal and wood, 
Michael draws on his background in engineering 
and building design to create dynamic works which 
move and change, reflecting the rawness and 
unpredictability of nature whilst showcasing the 
precision and angular beauty of engineering.

Spid Pye / Who or what is Spid? A photographer, 
a creator of images, ads, characters, and art. Spid 
began his years on a farm in Ngatea putting up 
fences, milking cows, and becoming wise to the 
ways of the number 8 wire. Now he shoots people, 
landscapes and more through his commercial work 
and personal art projects.  He has been selected 
from thousands of submissions by photographers 
worldwide for the next Lürzer’s Archive. Along the 
way he created stunning images for companies, 
and produced exquisite art prints that grace the 
walls of many happy customers.

Robin Ranga / Robin strives to express and share 
empathy on humanitarian matters. In 2016 Robin 
did an Artist Exchange to Nongyuan International 
Art Village, Chengdu, China. Robin's awards  
include the 2017 Waiclay National Ceramic  
Awards, Waikato Museum. Small Sculpture Prize,  
Waiheke in 2014, Merit Award and 2019 People’s 
Choice, Portage Ceramic Awards 2019 voted 
People’s Choice.

Oriah Rapley / Oriah is a full-time practising 
artist working in wood, hard stone, bronze and 
steel.  Her work is constantly refined towards the 
purity of form and she acknowledges the freedom 
of choice and embodiment, using symbols such 
as the feather, waka and bird to provide subtle 
layers interwoven around freedom/expression and 
empowerment/transformation.

Sasha Reid  / Sasha’s practice observes a truth 
to materials and openness to reveal process. 
Blemishes, deep cuts and patches, create works 
that not only show the hand of the maker but 
also present objects that sit between a direct 
natural resource, and wood as used in everyday 
vernacular. She has exhibited at Sculpture in the 
Gardens and Auckland Botanical Gardens, is a 
winner of a Hillview Sculpture prize, Sutton Forest, 
NSW, Australia and a 2018 major prize winner at 
Sculpture in the Paddock, Murrumbateman,  
NSW, Australia.

Sue Reidy / Sue is an Auckland-based 
contemporary abstract artist. Her paintings are 
regularly selected as finalists in major national 

painting awards. Her work has featured in 
numerous group shows and she has had two solo 
exhibitions. She is a graduate of Massey University 
College of Creative Arts.

John Reynolds / Over the past three decades, 
Auckland-based John has established a reputation 
as a painter who employs aspects of drawing and 
different types of representation for poetic effect. 
Not content to be pigeonholed as a painter, he also 
incorporates sculpture, installation and site-specific 
outdoor works into his practice. An Arts Foundation 
Laureate, he is a two-time Walters Prize nominee 
and Sydney Biennale headliner. He is represented in 
Auckland by Starkwhite.

Jo Richards / Jo is an established New Zealand 
artist who has been sculpting and painting for 
over ten years. A fascination with people, nature, 
contrast, shadow and form is evident in the 
smooth simple style she is known for. Her future 
projects include working with wax, with the aim 
to create more sculpture in cast glass, as well as 
collaborating with other artists.

Catherine Roberts / Catherine’s work is the result 
of an intuitive dialogue between artist and canvas, 
with no set intentions, but with a purpose to 
captivate the viewer to carry on the conversation. 
Driven to find balance using colour, texture and 
contrast to form a harmonious rhythm, eventually 
creating intangible and obscure realms. There is 
a natural process, lead by a feeling of balance, 
resulting in an organic final piece. From the applied 
texture to the frames, all are put together with the 
same hands.

Ramon Robertson / Ramon has a BA (Honours) 
in Sculpture from Glasgow School of Art, Scotland 
and an MA in interior design from Manchester 
Metropolitan University. His artwork engages 
with aspects of architecture and urbanisation 
with an observation on mass production and 
standardisation.

Mandy Rodger / Mandy’s practice explores 
the idea that nothing stands alone.  Each part, 
be it a mark or colour, physical or perceived, is 
invariably altered by its relationship to those that 
come both before and after. The gestures create 
a sense of impermanence and change. She strives 
to develop the paintings intuitively, stepping over 
the deliberative cognitive threshold so as to create 
a rhythmic, emergent mindscape. Previously a 
lawyer, Mandy studied at the Browne School of 
Art, Auckland. She was a double finalist in the 2019 
National Contemporary Art.

Judy Rogers / Originally from Melbourne, Judy’s 
move to Devonport unleashed her creative inner 
child and her love of fantasy and enchantment. 

Judy has a passion and attention to detail that 
invariably initiates a smile to those who study her 
art. Her work is predominantly Steampunk with 
a poetically romantic, quirky twist. Often with a 
practical, but a non-conformist vision in mind, she 
is inspired by the English writer H.G. Wells and the 
French novelist, poet and playwright Jules Verne. 
Judy has work in the Wallace Arts Trust collection.

Alice Rose / Alice works in monocular vision, using 
the conventions of light, shadow and perspective. 
She applies the principles of three-dimensional 
drawing found on the two-dimensional plane, to 
a flattened cast form. With the participation of 
the viewer’s perceptual expectations, she aims to 
create a brief belief in the illusion of roundness.

Rebecca Rose / Rebecca’s work is centred 
on the cyclic nature of life and humanity's 
interconnectedness. In exploring these themes she 
has created abstract work using metals and alloys. 
These sculptures are found in public and private 
collections in New Zealand and internationally. 
Rose is based in Titirangi, Auckland.

John Roy / John’s work revolves around iconic 
forms, and the social memory built around them. 
His work has strong social, political and aesthetic 
intentions, however he introduces ideas and 
thoughts in a way that he hopes the viewer can 
relate to, or interpret comfortably. He is also 
interested in what the viewer brings to the  
work - their own ideas and thoughts and how  
they can relate.

George Savill / George’s recent work explores 
the multiple connections between art, food and 
life, whether it be raw, caught, cooked, hunted or 
consumed. His work is held in private collections 
in New Zealand and abroad. Christ's College Art 
scholar 1989, BFA Christchurch Studio Art School 
1991-94, Post Grad Masia Can Serrat (Oslo School 
of Art), Barcelona in Spain, 1998.

Gitta Schrade / Gitta’s interest in fibre art and 
weaving led to weaving in copper. From wall 
abstracts and weavings to outdoor sculptures, the 
main material used is copper. Her inspiration comes 
from nature and everyday surroundings. Copper 
allows the creation of many shades and shapes and 
yet still keeps its earthy organic quality. Most of her 
works are suited to indoor and outdoor.

Mat Scott / Originally from Hawke’s Bay, Auckland 
artist Mat creates niche artworks using recycled 
native New Zealand timbers. Feathers are his thing 
at the moment. To him, they represent the traveller, 
the natural world and the spirit world. 

Aaron Scythe / Aaron has studied in Auckland, 
Australia and Japan. He worked for 16 years in 
Japan in Mittagaong and Mashiko, after studying 
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Bottom: Glenys Cullimore 
Light over Buller River
Oil on linen canvas
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Below: Spid Pye 
Ruataniwha Cliffs
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under Professor Koie Ryoiji. On Aaron’s return to 
Aotearoa, his studio opened in Te Aroha. He is now 
based in Whanganui where he creates ceramic art 
and Japanese ink paintings.

Karen Sewell / Karen is a visual artist who lives 
and works in Tāmaki Makaurau Auckland. Sewell 
graduated with a Master of Fine Arts (Hons) in 
2016 from Whitecliffe College of Arts and Design. 
She is interested in the intersection of art with 
spiritual experience. She aspires to create artworks 
that activate spaces for viewers to enjoy a sense 
of wonder and gain a numinous experience. Karen 
won the Trust Art Award in 2011 and has been 
a finalist in the Wallace Art Awards. Her work is 
represented in private collections as well as the 
Wallace Arts Trust.

Grant Sharman / In 1977 at the age of 15, Old 
Collegian Grant Sharman (Parnell, 1975-79) broke 
his neck playing rugby. Grant was introduced to 
mouth painting by the well-known painter Bruce 
Hopkins and in 1980 was awarded a stipend from 
the Association of Mouth and Foot Painting Artists. 

Michelle Shortt / Michelle is a photojournalist who 
has lived in Europe, Africa and New Zealand. Her 
art engages with diverse subjects and the impact of 
colour in varied settings. Her paintings make use of 

quirky, bold, emotive colours in unexpected spaces, 
to re-energise and re-imagine everyday places as 
opportunities for warmth and delight.

Susan Skelton / As far back as she can remember 
Susan wanted to paint. She adores colour, texture, 
and the feeling of being drawn into a painting. 
Her influences come from many streams; an angry 
ocean, soft warm sand, the sun rising through a 
heavy cloud, or a clear blue sky.

Sally Smith / Sally was born in Auckland in 1968, 
graduating from the University of Auckland with 
a Bachelor of Architecture degree in 1993. She 
had her own architectural practice for 20 years 
before focussing primarily on her artwork. She is 
represented by TOI Gallery and Milford Galleries in 
New Zealand and Eisenhauer Gallery in the USA.

Annie Smits Sandano / Working from Auckland 
and London, Annie works across a variety of fine 
art mediums, adapting traditional fine art practices 
to a contemporary context. Following her highly 
coveted collection of limited edition woodcut 
prints, Annie has recently embarked on a series of 
colourful geometric abstract painted compositions 
and ceramics. Her new works, created in her 
London studio, see figurative elements combined 

with geometric and organic shapes in freeform 
arrangements, with eruptions of colour and texture.

Bob Steiner / Bob is a renowned New Zealand 
ceramic artist, based in Auckland. Coming from a 
background in the handcrafted pottery tradition, 
Bob offers sculptural ceramic tiles that capture 
the essence of Aotearoa’s fauna and flora, he also 
creates a wide range of tableware at his studio 
from collectible pieces and designer ceramics 
to Pacific themed and quintessentially Kiwiana 
handmade gifts.

Mo Stewart / Mo is interested in human 
psychology, and specifically the relationship 
between the conscious and unconscious mind. His 
work is a means of expressing the unconscious 
mind, whilst also engaging in relation to conscious 
art-making strategies. Combined with automatic 
drawing, he utilises different modes of making 
marks. This gives him an opportunity to make 
his mark along with the mark that made itself, 
operating within a space that is both unpredictable 
and calculated.

Anna Stichbury / Anna’s works tend to be bold 
and feature intense hues. She strives through the 
use of colour and texture to create rich, vibrant 
paintings that have an immediate impact on the 
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viewer. She is interested in the emotional response 
to a work. Anna has been painting and exhibiting 
for the last 20 years or so and has had many groups 
and solo exhibitions throughout New Zealand. 
She paints from her Wellington studio (open by 
appointment) and is represented by a selection of 
New Zealand galleries.

Oliver Stretton-Pow / Oliver grew up surrounded 
by antiques and number 8 wire contraptions in 
the Stone Store and Museum in Kerikeri, where 
his parents were the last private proprietors. He 
produced his first sculptures in the blacksmith's 
forge behind the Stone Store. He graduated from 
Claremont School of Art in Perth in 1992 and 
completed an MFA at Elam in 2004. Currently 
Oliver lives and works on Waiheke Island.

Fiona Sutherland / Fiona's work is always 
figurative, often whimsical and emotive. Animals 
are usually symbolically represented as ‘the other 
person’ in the narrative. She takes inspiration 
from art which inspires her and imagery from the 
environment in which she has lived or travelled 
through. Fiona believes her stories are similar to 
others and in this, she hopes viewers may find their 
own story and connection within her work.

Marté  Szirmay / Marté was born in Budapest, 
Hungary and arrived in New Zealand in 1957. She 
graduated from the University of Auckland School 
of Fine Arts in 1968 (DFA (Hons). She has been 
the Frances Hodgkins Fellow at the University of 
Otago. Marté has had numerous exhibitions within 
New Zealand and internationally. She bases her 
sculptural language on natural forms: shells, eggs, 
seed pods, fossils, bones, trees and fern fronds.  
For her, sculpture is a means of paying homage to 
the organic. She has created architectural sculpture, 
sculpture for city squares, wall reliefs  
and free-standing objects ranging from human-
sized to hand-sized. She is represented by ARTIS 
Gallery, Auckland.

Kāryn Taylor / Kāryn is an installation artist who 
lives and works in Auckland. She holds an MFA 
(First Class) from Elam School of Fine Arts and a 
BFA (Hons) from Massey University, Wellington. Her 
work explores the space between the immaterial 
and the material, the transitional state between 
energy and matter.

Cherise Thomson / New Zealand’s award-winning 
sculptor and jewellery designer Cherise creates 
strong, unique, organic forms inspired by her 
homeland’s raw natural beauty. She currently finds 

her inspiration living on a beautiful bush clad cliff 
overlooking the wild west coast of Auckland.

Richard Thurston / Richard’s works explore the 
juxtaposition of a modernist rectangular line with 
a landscape subject matter. The focus is to invite 
the viewer to question the composition of a bold 
line over a perfectly neutral image. The modernist 
line is a brutal opposite to the organic world, it is a 
man-made ideology. There are no straight lines or 
right angles in nature. These conflicting elements 
can float in harmony once a deliberate composition 
is prescribed. They push and shove each other, in 
an orchestrated dance of opposites attract.

Holly Tong / Collaborating artistic duo Runa 
Kristjonsdottir Kuru, originally from Iceland 
and Holly Tong a New Zealander, both based in 
Gisborne, combine floristry and photography.  
Inspired by the floral paintings of the Dutch  
greats during the 15th and 16th century, their 
painterly feel photographic works are conscious 
of space and the balance between light and dark. 
Illumination as well as the edge of darkness are 
present but contained. Their images celebrate the 
peak of beauty before the inevitable deterioration 
and death of a cut flower.
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Monica Tong / Monica was born in Nanjing, China 
and raised in Auckland. Her ceramic art bridges 
the past and present, east and west and often 
embraces the ‘wabi-sabi’ and unique quality of 
clay. A sense of groundedness, cultural influence 
and identity of a 1.5 generation Kiwi-Asian uniquely 
interpreted can be found in many of her artworks. 

Rachel Torckler / Focused primarily on 
people and portraiture, Rachel’s work 'Know 
Thyself', revolves around identity, self-care, and 
introspection, which she explores through painting. 
While on a journey to understand more about 
herself and the world around her, Rachel hopes that 
through her practice, she can invite others to do 
the same.

Jade Townsend / Jade is an artist based in 
Aotearoa. Her work is constructed with fishing 
and tourism debris cast out by others and then 
retrieved by Jade from beaches across Thailand, 
Indonesia and Spain. She transforms this discarded 
material into delicately woven and painted 
works. “My work expresses my relationship with 
navigation, the pull of the sea and the complex 
emotions of returning home.” Jade recently 
exhibited at Page Galleries in Wellington. Jade 
holds a BA (Hons) in Fine Arts from Manchester 
Metropolitan University and has been awarded 

residencies at Slade University (London) and Red 
Gate Gallery (Beijing).

Michel Tuffery / Michel is based in New Zealand 
and works globally. In his art practice, he plays the 
role of connector, working in between people and 
places by placing a fresh lens on the environment, 
community, cultural and artistic historical divides. 
His relationship with King's College spans 15 years, 
teaching annually with the art and design students. 
He exhibits worldwide and has undertaken 
numerous research and residencies throughout the 
USA, Germany, France, UK, Asia, India, Australia, 
as well as Aotearoa and the Pacific. In 2008 Michel 
was appointed as a Member of the New Zealand 
Order of Merit for services to art.

Fiona Tunnicliffe / Fiona has been a potter for 
nearly 30 years, mostly concentrating on animal 
forms. Hares and horses make up the majority of 
her work at the moment and her main focus is the 
surface, pattern and texture of the clay.

Jill Turley / Jill works in acrylic using the ancient 
art of water marbling in a contemporary way. Her 
work represents the psychological states of being.  
Jill has been a student at Browne School of Art 
since 2017 and has participated in a number of 
group shows in Auckland, where she lives.

TWIGG / Inspired by nature, TWIGG is a collection 
of work by artist Jamie Brown. Using a variety of 
mediums and techniques his unique pieces are 
admired for their simple yet striking presence.

Andrea Ventling / Andrea is an interior designer 
and special finishes painter, with broad experience 
in photography, gilding and manual techniques.  
Andrea enjoys the alchemy of artistry and creating 
mixed media artworks.

Derek Ventling / Derek attended an art school in 
Switzerland. His experience in visual arts is broad, 
spanning commercial design and advertising, 
artistic research, as well as education. Derek is 
currently a staff member of the King’s College 
Visual Art department.

Clovis Viscoe / New Zealand’s unique biodiversity 
and its indigenous flora and fauna are reference 
points for Clovis’s visionary and emotive concepts 
that evoke sentiments of wonderment and 
curiosity. His artworks reinforce his belief in the 
sustainability and healing life forces prevalent in 
nature. All artworks use recycled native timbers.

Michelle Viskovich / Michelle has been painting 
for 22 years and is inspired by the natural 
environment around her. She paints seascapes 
by combining abstract techniques with realism to 
capture the vibrancy and luminosity of reflections. 
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Her work involves subtle mark-making with palette 
knives and brushes to manipulate acrylic paint 
on board and paper. She currently practises in 
Auckland with mentorship from John Nicol. Her 
works are held in collections in New Zealand and 
overseas.

Celia Walker / Celia is a printmaker from 
Devonport, with environmental concerns and 
connections to landscape forming the core of 
her practice. She has a PhD in Art History and her 
artwork has been included in numerous selected 
exhibitions and international print projects.

Wallflower / Jane Oldershaw is a flower lover 
and novice gardener. Recently she and her family 
moved to the picturesque Waikato town of 
Cambridge. Relocating, renovating and taming 
a large, established or overgrown garden was 
quite a journey and an education. However, the 
unruly garden became a source of inspiration. The 
slower pace of life allowed her to develop a deeper 
appreciation of the wonderful world of plants and 
flowers. Each season brings a new discovery, and 
photographing these discoveries became a passion. 
Suddenly Wallflower was born!

Gordon Walters / The late Gordon Walters 
(1919-1995) is best known for his paintings that 
employ the koru and kowhaiwhai rafter patterns. 
He Mondrian-ised the koru, straightening and 

regimenting its scroll-like forms, taking it from 
organic to strictly geometric. Gordon is represented 
in our country’s major public collections and his 
place in our art history is also memorialised in the 
bi-annual Walters Prize. His work appears courtesy 
of the Walters Estate and Starkwhite.

Richard Wells / Richard’s artwork captures 
moments in life revealing movement and emotion. 
Using traditional techniques and the ancient 
medium of bronze, they tell human stories in a 
contemporary context. Richard is the owner of 
Auckland’s Artworks bronze art casting foundry. 
His works are held in collections here and overseas 
including Te Papa Tongarewa and he has recently 
installed a 3.5m public sculpture commission of a 
leaping dog in the pond at Queenstown Gardens.

Rae West / Rae began her career as a graphic 
designer in Sydney, developing an eye for 
composition and design. Rae eventually returned to 
New Zealand and moved toward fine art, following 
in the footsteps of her grandmother who she had 
watched painting and creating. She experimented 
with resin and inks and quickly developed a 
distinctive style. Her works pulse with the kinetic 
freedom of fluidity and light. She uses multiple 
veils of pigment, resin and ink, which blend and 
react against each other creating beautiful forms 

and textures. The end results are spontaneous, 
subconscious, and sensual.

Alexandra Weston / Lyttelton-based Alexandra, 
applies paint to the reverse side of perspex. 
The joyful buoyant nature of her work reflects 
how she pursues a curious and happy existence. 
With a design background honed while living in 
Hong Kong, she now runs a full-time art practice.  
Alexandra has had a number of solo and group 
exhibitions since 2017.

Fleur Wickes / After a successful career in 
photographic portraiture, and with published short 
stories and poetry under her belt, in 2011 Fleur 
began drawing the words she wrote - the shape of 
the drawn words acting as an emotional landscape, 
adding depth and meaning to the poetry. Her 
work is held in private art collections around New 
Zealand, as well as Australia, England, USA and 
Canada. Fleur’s goal has been for her work to make 
an emotional connection with people who see it.

Heather Wilson / Heather’s art explores aspects 
of iconic New Zealand scenery and symbolism 
connected with her beloved geometric patterns 
from the 1970s. She describes her contemporary 
work as an explosion of bold strong colour and 
texture which is her distinctive trademark. Heather 
uses acrylic and mixed media on canvas and board 
with resin effects.
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glad to continue supporting King’s College Art Exhibition...

Justin Wishart / Justin has a diploma in design 
from AUT and has been a practising artist and 
illustrator for over 30 years. Experience in the 
commercial creative sector led to experimenting 
with fine art, mostly painting, but also creating 
sculptures and screen prints. His work has been 
exhibited in a solo show in Parnell Gallery, 2005 
and group shows and sold internationally. In 2002 
he was an artist in residence at King’s College. 
Two of his abstract works were purchased for 
the Wallace Arts Trust’s Collection in 2019. Justin 
Wishart (Averill, 1982-86).

Pamela Wolfe / Pamela’s practice is focused on 
creating richly textured paintings of flowers over 
their life cycles, observing the changes that occur 
from bud to decay. She is represented by ARTIS 
Gallery, Auckland.

Jana Wood / Jana’s work continues her 
exploration of themes developed during post-
graduate studies at Elam School of Fine Arts. 
Utilising a lively colour range she smears and 
dashes pigment to create abstractions that allude 
to the natural and man-made spaces in which she 
spends much of her time. Her raw brusherly works 
are not based on real scenes or drawings but made 
using the artist’s imagination and recollection 
of moments. These works vacillate between the 

genres of 1840s softly lit impressionism and the 
abstract expressionist works of the 1950s. BVA 
Auckland University of Technology Post Grad Dip. 
Elam School of Fine Arts, Auckland.

Cheryl Wright / A multimedia artist and owner of 
Art Industry, a gallery in Clevedon Village, Cheryl’s 
main art practice is creating nature-inspired wall 
sculptures in hard materials, using pottery, corten 
steel and copper with the intention of making the 
works look soft, unique and colourful, to encourage 
the viewer to connect with nature, respect and 
protect it.  Recently, her first large scale sculpture 
‘Between Two Trees’ was commissioned by 
Riverhaven Artland Sculpture Park.

James Wright / James is a New Zealand sculptor 
who draws inspiration from his heritage and rural 
upbringing. His large scale corten steel sculptures 
are found throughout New Zealand in private 
and public collections. A raw and natural style 
gives James’s work a distinct, striking and unique 
look. Working with the steel’s natural tendencies, 
James finds forms within the material and draws 
them out to stand proud in the landscape. Many 
of James’s artworks have either won or become 
People’s Choice in several of New Zealand’s leading 
sculpture exhibitions. His work has featured on 

television shows such as Grand Designs, Design 
Junkies and Seven Sharp.

Jorge Wright / Jorge, born in 1997 to artist 
parents, feels fortunate to have grown up in a 
creative household in Clevedon, surrounded 
by native bush. This undoubtedly nurtured his 
creativity. Having spent a few years at university 
exploring a design degree, and a year in the 
building industry, Jorge now finds himself creating 
very unique artwork combining his various skills. 
Jorge Wright (School, 2011-15).

William Yang / William is a contemporary Chinese 
artist who graduated from the Sichuan Academy of 
Fine Arts in 1992. He uses artistic creation as a way 
to connect the real world, reminding himself to wait 
and observe the distance between the mind and 
concrete behaviour, allowing them to freely rely on, 
and also, compete with each other.

Kayra Yildiz / Acrylic portrait artist Kayra creates 
thought-provoking pieces focusing on representing 
figures through her own eyes.
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with the aim of making art accessible to all.

Visit ey.com/nz
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Visit our website to view all the additional  
works by our talented artists.

www.kingscollegeartexhibition.co.nz

@kingscollegeartexhibition 
#kingscollegeartexhibition2020



Creating Experiences
by Land, Air & Sea

Our Luxury LAS team have a passion for 
creating unique experiences throughout 

New Zealand.

Chat to us about luxury accommodation, 
harbour cruises, heli-adventures, company 

retreats or your next special occasion.

experience@luxurylas.com | + 64 9 951 1388 | www.luxurylas.com


